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Abstract
We consider Bayesian analysis of continuous curve functions in 1D, 2D and 3D spaces.
A fundamental feature of the analysis is that it is invariant under a simultaneous
warping/re-parameterization of all target curves, as well as translation, rotation and
scale of each individual if necessary. We introduce Bayesian models based on a special
curve representation named Square Root Velocity Function (SRVF) introduced by
Srivastava et al. (2011, IEEE PAMI). A Gaussian process model for the SRVFs of
curves is proposed, and suitable prior models such as the Dirichlet distribution are
employed for modeling the warping function as a cumulative distribution function.
Simulation from posterior distribution is via Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, and
credibility regions for mean curves, warping functions as well as nuisance parameters
are obtained. Important Monte Carlo techniques such as simulated tempering are
employed in order to overcome the problem of getting stuck in a local mode when
high dimensional data get involved. We will illustrate the methodology with real data
applications as well as simulation studies in 1D, 2D and 3D spaces.
iv
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The need for statistical analysis of continuous curves and functions arises in a wide
variety of applications which cover many subjects including, but not limited to, bi-
ology, chemistry, ecology and business. The curve functions one may be interested
in could reside in one dimensional space, which is also usually referred as functional
data. Examples include the growth curve of children, speech signals and resort cus-
tomer arrival data, each of which contains the response (height, volume and bookings,
respectively) as a function of real time, f(t). If the curve functions lie in 2D or 3D
spaces, then the methodology can be similar to those employed in statistical shape
analysis. Some typical datasets are 2D mice vertebrae data and 2D human face out-
lines which are in the plane, while protein Secondary Structure Element (SSE) and
double helical DNA chains are in 3-dimensional space. Unlike in the one dimensional
case, sometimes a real time domain is not necessarily an essential component of 2D
and 3D curves. However, we may still treat them as functions over time by parame-
terizing the data, using arc-length along the curve.
One main goal for analyzing curve functions is to obtain simple descriptive statis-
tics such as a mean curve. However, this task may not be simple at all due to the
presence of distortion in individual clock time. A point-wise mean (cross-sectional
mean) of all curves in the sample may not be appropriate in this situation as it would
1
in the univariate case. The source of distortion in the time domain can be different
under various scenarios. It may only just arise from some measurement uncertainty,
which could be viewed as unobserved random error. In this case, the distortion prob-
lem can be mitigated by smoothing the observed curve function. Another source for
distortion is from measurement error and some special techniques in measurement
error model are needed under this scheme. While the distortions caused by these two
factors are not within our focus in the dissertation, we do consider a major type of
distortion that reflects a different underlying system time when a common clock time
is given.
1.2 A Motivating Example
The motivating data set we consider here is a Total Ion Count Chromatograms
(TICC) of 5 people each with 3 replicates (thus 15 curves in total). The data were
originally collected by Yin Ying Ho at Adelaide Proteomics Center, 2011 and then
preprocessed by Professor Inge Koch from University of Adelaide and J.S. Marron
from University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Koch et al. (2013). The data are
made available at the Mathematical Bioscience Institute, Columbus, Ohio workshop
on Statistics of Time Warping and Phase Variation, November 2012.1 After prepro-
cessing, each curve contains 2001 data points. Figure 1.1 shows the TICC data. For
simplicity, we carried out some further pre-processing including baseline extraction
(Liland and Mevik, 2014) with smoothing parameter λ = 5 and smoothing for time










Figure 1.1: TICC data. Height in y axis corresponds to count intensity.
If we zoom in to look at 2 of the 15 curves, we will have the following graphs in
Figure 1.2. After observing the data, it is not difficult to notice that these 2 curves
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
curve 1
t
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
curve 2
t
Figure 1.2: Two mass spectrometry curves.
look similar to each other in general and for each of the curve, there exists 5 dis-
tinguishable peaks, which are consistent to some extent in their relative locations
and heights. In fact, this is almost the same pattern for all 15 curves with a few
3
exceptions. If we are interested in obtaining an underlying mean function for these 2
curves, one intuitive way is to simply calculate the point-wise mean of these curves.
However, from Figure 1.3, the naive mean fails to capture the 5 peaks feature of the




0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
naive mean
t
Figure 1.3: Naive mean (on the right) of the two curves on the left.
individual data and also largely underestimates the peak heights of the original ones.
So why does a simple cross sectional mean fail to yield a representative "average"?
As stated above, this is due to the distortion in time domain among these 2 curves.
For instance, at t = 0.42, curve 2 (blue curve) is experiencing its highest peak while
curve 1 is still waiting for the system to achieve the largest intensity jump. So al-
though at t = 0.42 these two curves are at the same clock time, they are actually
going through their very own and different biological system time due to different
m/z ratios. It is because of the existence of time distortion, i.e., phase variation,
among curve functions, a simple point wise mean could work poorly if a large amount
of phase variation is involved. Thus we need to find a time synchronization function,
or a warping function (also referred to as alignment function, registration function),
to remove the phase variation such that curves can be compared at the same system
time rather than at the same clock time. In the context of this example, whether or
not those big bumps can match one another in a graphically meaningful way is an
4
important checkpoint to see if the phase variation has been removed successfully.
The process for estimating a warping function is equivalent to separating phase
variation from amplitude variation, where amplitude variation is the usual variation
most statistical studies are about. Searching for a warping function and then further
finding an estimate for the mean curve function of those originally un-aligned curves
will be one of the main goals of the dissertation.
1.3 Methodology
Pioneering work involving phase variation and warping functions was done by a lot
of excellent researchers, for example, Ramsey and Silverman (2005), Ramsay and Li
(1998), Silverman (1995), Kneip and Gasser (1992), Kneip et al. (2000) , Liu and
Müller (2004), Tang and Müller (2008) and many others. While relatively earlier
methods treat the problem of finding warping function as a pre-step before applying
common multivariate techniques such as Principal Component Analysis, more recent
methods deal with the registration problem and comparison problems simultaneously.
A major advance in solving the alignment problem occurred when Srivastava et al.
(2011a,b) introduced a Square Root Velocity Function (hereafter SRVF) representa-
tion to simplify the complex Fisher-Rao Metric to a L2− metric in Euclidean Space.
While Srivastava’s solution to registration is based on a distance-minimization via an
optimization technique (dynamic programming), we propose a Bayesian method to
model the warping function and further the underlying mean process. Since the un-
derlying estimation process can easily get trapped in a local mode of MCMC, special
treatments are needed to overcome this problem. In this dissertation, we use Simu-
lated Tempering to jump out of local modes (Geyer and Thompson, 1995; Gramacy
et al., 2010; Neal, 1996).
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1.4 Organization
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a formal defini-
tion for warping function and based on this definition we propose a Dirichlet prior
for warping function. Some random warping functions are generated from Dirichlet
prior for illustration purposes. It is then followed by a detailed treatment of how a
function/curve should be preprocessed before it enters the stage of likelihood. Data
re-parameterization and resampling are explained. A Square Root Velocity Function
(SRVF) is then introduced. The multivariate normal model is proposed based on this
SRVF representation. Chapter 3 exhibits the construction of Bayesian models in 1D,
2D and 3D spaces as well as details of MCMC updating of parameters. Chapter 4
shows some possible techniques to sample from the multimodal distribution and we
highlight the use of Simulated Tempering especially. Chapter 5 involves the perfor-
mance comparison of Bayesian model and some other existing methods. A Bayesian
model complexity assessment is also done to guide the search of optimal thinning
number for the model. Chapter 6 gives a conclusion for the dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Prior Model and Likelihood
2.1 Prior Model For Warping Function
2.1.1 Definition
Consider continuous and differentiable curves of interest in the following form fi(t) :
[0, 1] → Rd, i = 1, 2, . . . n, where d = 1, 2, 3 when f is in 1D, 2D and 3D space
respectively. Then a warping function for fi(t) is defined by:
γ(t) : [0, 1]→ [0, 1],
which is a strictly increasing continuous function. Figure 2.1 below shows three ex-
amples of warping functions. After applying a warping function, the original curve

















Figure 2.1: Example of 3 warping
functions.
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function f is converted to f ◦ γ or f(γ(t)). We aim to find those warping functions
that are able to remove phase variations among curves and thus align curve features
at the same spatial location. Note that if we have concluded γ(t) = t after some
analysis, it means that there is no need to warp the original function as the identity
function has no transformation effect. On the other hand if γ(t) deviates from the
identity function dramatically, then there exists strong phase variation among the
data and removing it should give significant improvement in statistical inference on
the mean shape as well as the variability around the mean shape.
2.1.2 Prior Model
If we treat the warping function γ(t) as a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF),
then this CDF can be approximated by a set of equally spaced points along its domain
[0,1] together with linear interpolation. More specifically,
• let γ([t]) denote {γ([ti]), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M}, the collection of discretized points
along γ(t), where[ti] = i/M and
• define pi = γ([ti])− γ([ti−1]), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M
Then, by the definition of γ(t), we have
ΣMi=1pi = γ([tM ])− γ([t0]) = γ(1)− γ(0) = 1− 0 = 1,
while 0 < pi < 1 due to the above constraint plus the strictly increasing property of
γ(t).
So if we let PM = (p1, p2, . . . , pM) and treat PM as a random vector, then we
can assign a Dirichlet prior to PM , i.e., π(PM) ∼ Dirichlet(a), where a is the hyper-
parameter that controls how far a random warping function can deviate from its mean,
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which is the identity function in our case. After we simulate these M points along
γ(t), we simply use linear interpolation to fill in the gaps between points. Figures 2.2
and 2.3 show some random generation of warping functions.


































Figure 2.2: Random warping functions from a Dirichlet distribution
with M = 10, a = 1 and M = 10, a = 10


































Figure 2.3: Random warping functions from a Dirichlet distribution
with M = 30, a = 1 and M = 30, a = 10
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From Figures 2.2 and 2.3, we notice that when a = 10, the band for random
warping functions is much smaller than when a = 1. This is useful for us to control
the amount of warping when we search for our alignment functions. If we have pre-
vious evidence that the warping amount among curves is small, then we may impose
a strong Dirichlet prior with large a to control the warping functions from going ev-
erywhere. When a is large enough, say a = 100, there is almost no warping allowed
and we will get γ(t) = t from our sampling process.
Notice that whenM gets bigger, the warping functions get more wiggly. Although
in theory we can approximate γ(t) as exactly as we want if we increaseM , the random
generation of γ(t) under Dirichlet distribution may not seem natural with a big M
due to this wiggly property. The following methodology can be employed to generate
smoother random warping functions for simulation purposes in future analysis. Since
the warping function γ(t) can be viewed as a CDF, the derivative of it, denoted
by γ̇(t), can be treated as a Probability Density Function (PDF). And since any
continuous PDF can be approximated well by a weighted sum of normal densities,
now the random weights wi for each normal fi’s become our new random parameters,
and the vector (w1, w2, . . . , wM) can be generated by Dirichlet distribution. Figure
2.4 shows a smooth set of simulations of γ(t). Since this method is computationally
much more time consuming and needs more coding effort, it has not been utilized in
this dissertation at this stage.
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Figure 2.4: Smooth warping functions using weights from Dirichlet.
2.1.3 A Review for Dirichlet Distribution
Dirichlet distribution, often denoted Dir(α), is a multivariate probability distribu-
tion parameterized by a vector α of positive real numbers. It is the multivariate
generalization of the beta distribution. The limiting case of Dirichlet distribution is
Dirichlet process.
Probability Density Function
Support: all x1, . . . , xK > 0 (K ≥ 2) and x1 + x2 + · · · + xK = 1 together with
parameter α1, . . . , αK > 0,















α = (α1, . . . , αK)
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For simplicity, we assume α1 = α2 = · · · = αK in our study.
Mean: E[Xi] = αi∑αi
Variance : Var[Xi] = αi(α0−αi)α20(α0+1) where α0 =
∑k
i=1 αi
Covariance: Cov[Xi, Xj] = −αiαjα20(α0+1) (i 6= j)
2.2 Data Preprocessing
2.2.1 Parameterization of Curves
For functional data f(t) in one dimensional space, usually we observe a finite set of
discrete points over time, {f(tj) ∈ R : j = 1, 2, . . . k}, where the function is observed
at time tj, j = 1, 2, . . . k. In this case, tj’s are fixed and known.
For curves in 2D or 3D spaces, sometimes we are able to observe the time just as
in functional case, for example the 3D juggling data with locations of juggler’s right
forefinger identified over time (available at the MBI website).1 However, we also have
data in two or three dimensions that do not necessarily have time associated, for
example, the mice vertebrae outline data or protein Secondary Structure Element
(SSE) for which a time factor is not involved. Details for mice vertebrae outline data
and SSE data will be introduced in future analysis. For these data sets, we need to
first parameterize the data and then carry out the analysis.
1These data were collected from Prof. Michael Newton, Department of Biostatistics, University
of Wisconsin, during a visit to McGill University in November of 1998. The collection and analysis
of the data was a collaboration effort with Prof. D. Ostry, Department of Psychology, McGill











Figure 2.5: Mice vertebrae outline
Take the mice vertebrae data as an example. Let {Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k} be points
on this planar shape where X1 is the starting entry. Since the vertebrae outline is a
closed curve we need to set {Xk+1 = X1} as the final entry for the data. To estimate
t ∈ [0, 1] for all the points along the curve, the following method is used for simplicity.
Let di,i+1 denote the Euclidean distance between point i and point i + 1, i.e.,




j=1 dj,j+1 + dk+1,1
,
where t1 = 0 and tk+1 = 1. So our data are now in the form of {f(tj) ∈ R : j =
1, 2, . . . k}, where f(ti) = Xi. For open 2D curves, we only need to set {Xk} as the
final point and tk = 1 and similar results shall apply. Exactly the same formula will
arise in 3D cases. Note that in 2D and 3D, time t usually indicates proportion of
arc-length.
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2.2.2 Resampling Curve and Removing Curve Scale
There are several situations where we may want to re-sample the points on a curve.
The most common scenario is that the collection of discrete time points are not the
same across target curves. In this situation, it is natural to re-sample the points at the
same clock time such that further comparison can be made. Another situation is that
the number of points k on each curve is relatively small while we would like a larger
number for an analysis. In this situation, we may use an interpolation technique, say
a cubic spline or B spline, or simply linear interpolation to predict as many points
as we want at any given time points. Resampling the same number of points across
multiple curves is also desirable to avoid the problem that is caused by existence of
different data points on different curves, since most existing approaches dealing with
curve comparison require equal number of points on each target curve. Suppose we
resample M + 1 equally spaced points at time {ti} = {0, 1M ,
2
M
, . . . , 1}, so now our
new re-sampled curve is {f(tj) ∈ R : j = 1, 2, . . .M}, where typically M is large.
In some cases we also want to remove the scale of the curve. For {f(tj) ∈ R : j =
1, 2, . . .M}, given that M is large, we can approximate the length of f(t), defined by
L =
∫




||f [ti+1]− f [ti]||.
So we can scale f(t) to yield, f(t)∗ = f(t)
L
, which has unit length.
2.2.3 Square Root Velocity Function
The Bayesian analysis which will be presented later is based on a special curve rep-
resentation named the Square Root Velocity Function (hereafter SRVF) introduced
by Srivastava et al. (2011a,b).
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Let f be a real valued differentiable curve function f(t) : [0, 1]→ Rd where d = 1, 2
or 3. In functional data analysis f(t) is typically in d = 1 dimension and in statistical
shape analysis (Klassen et al., 2003) the curve f(t) is usually in d = 2 or d = 3




in which ||f || denotes the standard L2−norm if d = 2, 3 and it is the absolute value
when d = 1.





simply through chain rule.
In higher dimensions such as 2D or 3D spaces, besides warping transformations,
the curves may also exhibit rotation and location variations. The location variation
will be taken care of automatically by the q function due to its derivative like property
but the rotation factor still needs to be dealt with. If a 2D or 3D curve is warped by




A detailed discussion of why q(t) or SRVF should be used rather than the original
f(t) can be found in Srivastava et al. (2007). The key point is to make the Fisher-Rao
metric (Rao, 1945), which is the only metric that is invariant under common warping
transformation, i.e.,
dFR(f1 ◦ γ, f2 ◦ γ) = dFR(f1, f2)
friendlier to use.
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The Fisher-Rao metric for the group of f(t)’s is given by, for any f1, f2 ∈ Tf (F ),







where Tf (F ) is the tangent space at point f and f ∈ F . Under the SRVF represen-
tation, however, the Fisher-Rao metric is




which is a usual L2 metric and is beneficial both theoretically and computationally.
Further details of the appealing properties of q(t) can be found in Srivastava et al.
(2011a,b).
Figure 2.6 is an example of how a q(t) function may look like given its source
function f(t).
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
f(t)
t
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
q(t)
t
Figure 2.6: Example of q function.
2.3 Likelihood Model for q Function
2.3.1 Likelihood Model in 1D
Note that q(t) is a continuous function like f(t) and a natural modeling approach
for a continuous function is Gaussian process. This motivates us to propose a
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Gaussian process for the difference between two q functions, q1(t) − q∗2(t), where
q∗2(t) =
√
γ̇(t)q2(γ(t)), given a fixed γ(t). Let q1([t]) and q∗2([t]) denote the M finite
points of q1(t) and q∗2(t), then, based on the Gaussian process assumption, we have
that the joint distribution of (q1([t1])−q∗2([t1]), q1([t2])−q∗2([t2]), . . . , q1([tM ])−q∗2([tM ]))
is a multivariate normal distribution, i.e.,
vec(q1([t])− q∗2([t])) ∼ N(0M ,ΣM×M),
given a fixed γ([t]). For simplicity, we further assume that ΣM×M = 12κIM×M , where




2.3.2 Likelihood Model in 2D/3D
In 2 or 3 dimensional space, we need to include in an extra rotation factor Γ, thus
a Gaussian process is proposed for the vectorized version of the difference of two q
functions, i.e., vec(q1(t)− q∗2(t)), where q∗2(t) =
√
γ̇(t)q2(γ(t))Γ, given a fixed γ(t) and
a fixed Γ. The joint distribution is still a multivariate normal,
vec(q1([t])− q∗2([t])) ∼ N(0dM ,ΣdM×dM),
where d = 2, 3 for curves in 2D and 3D space, respectively. Again for simplicity, we
assume ΣdM×dM = 12κIdM×dM .
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Chapter 3
Bayesian Model and Analysis
3.1 Bayesian Model in One Dimensional Space
3.1.1 Pairwise Model
Recall that when comparing two curves f1(t) and f2(t) which are potentially sub-
ject to phase variation (time distortion), one of the main tasks that needs to be
done first is to estimate a warping function γ(t) for, say f2(t), if we choose to leave
f1(t) untouched and vice versa. Also keep in mind that we only estimate M finite
points along γ(t), i.e., γ([t]), and use linear interpolation to fill in the gaps in between.
Previously we have already constructed a prior model for γ([t]) and also a likeli-
hood model for q1([t]) − q∗2([t]) given a fixed γ([t]), thus a posterior distribution for
γ([t]) given (q1([t]), q2([t])) is
π(γ, κ|q1, q2) ∝ κp/2e−κ||q1−
√
γ̇(q2◦γ)||2π(γ)π(κ),
where ΣM×M = 12κIM×M . Note that κ is considered to be a concentration parameter
here and it is assigned a gamma prior, Γ(a, b), where a and b are hyper-parameters
and κ is independent of γ.
In the above model, p represents the degrees of freedom. If there is no unit scale
length constraint for q, i.e,
∫
||q(t)||2dt = 1, then p = Md, where M is the number of
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finite points taken from q function, and d is the dimension of q function, i.e., d = 1
for one dimension and d = 2 or 3 for higher dimension. One degree of freedom is lost
in the case with length constraint and thus p = Md− 1.
3.1.2 Multiple Curves Model
Before we move into the multiple curves model, it is necessary to mention the defi-
nition of original space and ambient space. The original space is where we represent
the raw objects under study. Then when a preliminary standardization, such as cen-
tering, rescaling, or taking derivative, has been applied to the objects in the original
space, the standardized object is represented in the ambient space.
If we are interested in analyzing multiple curves or q functions, we can spec-
ify a mean Gaussian process in the ambient space, i.e., µ = E(q∗i ), where q∗i =√
γ̇i(t)qi(γi(t)) is a warped version of qi through some underlying fixed γi. Based on
the Gaussian process assumption, we have
µ([t])− q∗i ([t]) ∼ N(0M ,ΣM×M)
given γi([t]) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where n is the number of curves of interests. It follows
that the joint posterior for (µ, γ1, . . . , γn, κ) is






π(µ)π(γ1, . . . , γn)π(κ),
where κ, µ and γ′is are mutually independent. Note that pairwise comparison can be
viewed as a special case of multiple curve comparison with µ = q1 and n = 1.
In order to carry out inference we must sample from the posterior. As its form




• Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm for sampling γi([t]).
For γi([t]), i = 1, 2, . . . , n with M + 1 points, at iteration T , a shift in γi([tj])
is proposed at each discrete point (j = 1, ...,M − 1) sequentially and each
shift is accepted/rejected according to a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. More
specifically, we accept the proposed γ∗(T )i ([tj]) with probability
λ = min(1, π(µ
(T−1), γ
(T )




i ([tj+1]), ., γ
(T−1)
i ([tM−1]))








Note that the proposal distribution of q(γ∗i |γi) is normal (thus symmetric) and
hence canceled in the above ratio. γ([t0]) = 0 and γ([tM ]) = 1 are fixed and not
updated by Metropolis-Hastings.
• Gibbs sampling for hyper-parameter κ.













i )), where α and β are the
parameter for the gamma prior of κ, and d2i = ||µ(T−1) − q
(T )∗
i ||2.
• Gibbs sampling for µ([t])
In the case of multiple curve comparison, if a multivariate normal prior for µ([t])
is assigned, we can proceed to sample µ([t]) using Gibbs sampler according to














where ζ and Σ are the prior mean vector and variance.
Proof:































































Note that in the case of pairwise comparison, there is only one γ(t) to be sampled
and no need to sample µ([t]) since one of the q is used as reference. The sampling
algorithm here is a simplified version of more complex updating methodologies which
will be described in Chapter 4.
3.1.4 Simulation Study
The estimator based on our MCMC model is an ambient space estimator (Allasson-
nière et al., 2006, 2010). Here we will briefly describe another estimator which is
a quotient space estimator that has been used in Srivastava et al. (2011b); Kendall
(1984). If we define group G to be a group of transformation, i.e., warping function in
1D case and we consider an equivalence class for q function under G, which is denoted
as [q], then the equivalence class [q] ∈ Q, where Q is a Quotient Space after removing
arbitrary domain warping. An elastic distance (Joshi et al., 2007; Srivastava et al.,
2011b) defined in Q is given by






The d = 2 dimensional elastic metric for curves was first given by Younes (1998).
So if q1 can be expressed as some warped version of q2, i.e., they are in the same
equivalence class, then d(q1, q2) = 0 in the Quotient Space. The elastic distance is a
proper distance satisfying symmetry, non-negativity and the triangle inequality (Sri-
vastava et al., 2011b). And after obtaining elastic distance by dynamic programming,
we obtain an Quotient estimator for γ(t) at the same time, which is denoted by γ̂Q in
the pairwise comparison case and also µ̂Q in the multiple comparison case. Note that
the Quotient Space estimator (a sample Fréchet mean in essence, which is consistent
for population Fréchet mean (Fréchet, 1948; Karcher, 1977; Kendall, 1990; Le, 1991))
can also be found during the sampling process of posterior distribution in MCMC
approach by searching over warping functions that minimize elastic distance.
In the simulation study, we consider the problem of estimating the true µ([t]) and
we use the generative model for qi([t]) as qi([t]) =
√
γ̇iµ(γi([t])) + ei([t]), where ei([t])
follows a multivariate normal distribution. Comparison between µ̂Q from Quotient
Space and µ̂A from Ambient Space is performed in the simulation. We would like to
examine how their relative performance change given different combinations of sample




1 ρ ρ2 . . .
ρ 1 ρ . . .
ρ2 ρ 1 . . .
. . . . . . ρ 1

.
Note that ρ = 0 indicates independence of data points.
The true µ(t)’s used in the simulation are shown in Figure 3.1. The underlying
µ(t) functions in example 1 and 4 are piecewise linear, example 2 is a mixture of
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three normal densities, and example 3 is the derivative of the difference of two Gamma
functions (in fact it is the derivative of the canonical haemodynamic response function
often used to model the blood oxygen level dependent signals in fMRI (Glover, 1999)).












































Figure 3.1: First row: µ1 and µ2. Second row: µ3 and µ4
In each Monte Carlo repetition, a group of random warping functions are generated
based on Dirichlet prior and applied to the true µ(t) together with random error,
then the Quotient Space estimator µ̂Q and Ambient Space estimator µ̂A are both
calculated and their squared elastic distances to µ is calculated, i.e., infγ∈G ||µ̂ −√
γ̇(t)µ(γ(t))||2. Within each repetition, the largest iteration number for recursive
dynamic programming (Quotient Space estimator) is fixed at 500 and the Monte
Carlo search of MCMC starts from the solution of Quotient estimator. The MCMC
iterations are fixed at 50,000 iterations with 25,000 burn-in. In total 200 repetitions
are run and the arithmetic mean of squared elastic distances to true µ is shown in
Tables 3.1 to 3.4.
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Based on the Table 3.1, we notice that generally, when n is larger or σ is smaller,
the distance between estimate and true value becomes smaller and this agrees with
our knowledge that more information (larger n) or less uncertainty (smaller σ) in data
shall ease the estimation of parameter. When σ is small, say σ = (0, 0.1), the perfor-
mance of both estimators are almost equivalent. However, when σ increases to 0.3, we
do see a little advantage from µ̂A and one explanation lies in the over-warping of quo-
tient estimator to noise without penalty. When σ = 1, both estimators fail to improve
the estimation of µ with larger sample size and this is not surprising considering the
low signal to noise ratio. A similar pattern can be observed in Table 3.2 and 3.3 , i.e,
similar relative performance between ambient and quotient estimator when σ is small
while larger σ will favor ambient estimator over quotient counterpart due to the favor
of marginalization over optimization given large σ. However, when the correlation
among added errors increase to ρ = 0.8 (Table 3.4), the performance curves of both
estimators twist one another, i.e, sometimes ambient is better while sometimes the
counterpart wins. One reason for ambient estimator to lose the advantage can lie in
the high correlation among error while the ambient model assumes independent error
structure. The performance of ambient estimator is thus penalized by the violation of
assumption to a point that its overall performance is similar to quotient counterpart
under different σ values. Across Tables 3.1 through 3.4, as the correlation between
points increase, an overall decrease in the performance of both ambient and quotient
estimators are observed while obviously the ambient one suffers more in the violation
of the assumption. Figures 3.3 to Figures 3.6 are graphical representations of Tables
3.1 to 3.4 except that not showing the distances when σ = 0. It is easier to see
the overall comparison between these two estimators under graph illustration. In the
graph, the lower the curve is, the better performance the corresponding estimator
has.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of σ, from upper left and right to bottom left and right,
σ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, respectively. We can see that when σ = 1, it is difficult to
recognize the original signal.
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Table 3.1: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to µ(t)’s when ρ = 0.
Example Number 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
σ n A Q A Q A Q A Q
0 5 0.010 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.005
0 10 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005
0 20 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 30 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 50 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 100 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 200 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.1 5 0.011 0.010 0.005 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.009 0.007
0.1 10 0.010 0.010 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.006
0.1 20 0.010 0.010 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005
0.1 30 0.008 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005
0.1 50 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.005
0.1 100 0.007 0.008 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.1 200 0.006 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.3 5 0.027 0.027 0.016 0.021 0.019 0.017 0.018 0.022
0.3 10 0.023 0.022 0.011 0.017 0.009 0.012 0.013 0.016
0.3 20 0.017 0.019 0.010 0.013 0.007 0.009 0.011 0.014
0.3 30 0.015 0.017 0.008 0.013 0.006 0.008 0.011 0.012
0.3 50 0.013 0.015 0.008 0.012 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.011
0.3 100 0.013 0.016 0.008 0.012 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.011
0.3 200 0.011 0.014 0.008 0.012 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.010
0.5 5 0.064 0.057 0.034 0.047 0.025 0.038 0.038 0.051
0.5 10 0.044 0.046 0.034 0.037 0.020 0.029 0.031 0.040
0.5 20 0.041 0.043 0.026 0.031 0.017 0.023 0.026 0.033
0.5 30 0.035 0.041 0.029 0.030 0.016 0.020 0.026 0.033
0.5 50 0.033 0.040 0.021 0.028 0.015 0.019 0.024 0.030
0.5 100 0.030 0.039 0.019 0.027 0.014 0.018 0.023 0.029
0.5 200 0.029 0.048 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.018 0.023 0.029
1 5 0.143 0.160 0.099 0.125 0.076 0.115 0.091 0.126
1 10 0.128 0.138 0.082 0.105 0.065 0.093 0.084 0.106
1 20 0.122 0.138 0.077 0.102 0.058 0.081 0.070 0.092
1 30 0.120 0.137 0.073 0.095 0.057 0.078 0.068 0.090
1 50 0.115 0.135 0.072 0.094 0.056 0.075 0.065 0.083
1 100 0.117 0.143 0.072 0.100 0.058 0.072 0.064 0.083
1 200 0.117 0.158 0.072 0.109 0.058 0.073 0.064 0.083
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Figure 3.3: The logarithm of the mean square Fisher Rao distance to the true mean
µA versus logarithm of sample size n when ρ = 0. The full line is the ambient space
estimator and the dotted line is the quotient space estimator. The colours are red
(σ= 0.1), green (σ = 0.3), blue (σ = 0.5) and cyan (σ = 1).
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Table 3.2: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to µ(t)’s when ρ = 0.2.
Example Number 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
σ n A Q A Q A Q A Q
0 5 0.013 0.011 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.005
0 10 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005
0 20 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 30 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004
0 50 0.009 0.009 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 100 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 200 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.1 5 0.010 0.011 0.006 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006
0.1 10 0.010 0.011 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.005
0.1 20 0.009 0.010 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005
0.1 30 0.008 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005
0.1 50 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.004
0.1 100 0.007 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.1 200 0.007 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.3 5 0.030 0.028 0.017 0.021 0.025 0.016 0.020 0.025
0.3 10 0.023 0.022 0.012 0.017 0.009 0.011 0.014 0.017
0.3 20 0.019 0.020 0.010 0.014 0.007 0.009 0.012 0.015
0.3 30 0.017 0.018 0.010 0.013 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.013
0.3 50 0.015 0.018 0.009 0.012 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.012
0.3 100 0.015 0.017 0.009 0.012 0.005 0.006 0.010 0.011
0.3 200 0.014 0.018 0.009 0.012 0.005 0.006 0.009 0.011
0.5 5 0.055 0.059 0.039 0.047 0.025 0.037 0.046 0.051
0.5 10 0.050 0.052 0.029 0.038 0.020 0.028 0.036 0.042
0.5 20 0.045 0.050 0.026 0.034 0.018 0.024 0.030 0.037
0.5 30 0.041 0.045 0.024 0.032 0.016 0.022 0.029 0.034
0.5 50 0.041 0.047 0.023 0.029 0.014 0.019 0.028 0.033
0.5 100 0.033 0.041 0.022 0.029 0.014 0.018 0.027 0.033
0.5 200 0.034 0.040 0.023 0.028 0.014 0.017 0.025 0.032
1 5 0.159 0.183 0.123 0.145 0.087 0.124 0.105 0.128
1 10 0.140 0.158 0.093 0.109 0.070 0.094 0.088 0.108
1 20 0.142 0.149 0.085 0.107 0.067 0.088 0.072 0.093
1 30 0.137 0.141 0.081 0.103 0.061 0.079 0.074 0.093
1 50 0.131 0.149 0.082 0.102 0.061 0.077 0.071 0.091
1 100 0.131 0.152 0.078 0.101 0.062 0.077 0.071 0.090
1 200 0.129 0.153 0.081 0.107 0.063 0.079 0.074 0.090
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Figure 3.4: The logarithm of the mean square Fisher Rao distance to the true mean
µA versus logarithm of sample size n when ρ = 0.2. The full line is the ambient
space estimator and the dotted line is the quotient space estimator. The colours are
red (σ= 0.1), green (σ = 0.3), blue (σ = 0.5) and cyan (σ = 1).
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Table 3.3: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to µ(t)’s when ρ = 0.5.
Example Number 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
σ n A Q A Q A Q A Q
0 5 0.012 0.010 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.004
0 10 0.010 0.010 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 20 0.010 0.010 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 30 0.009 0.009 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 50 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 100 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004
0 200 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004
0.1 5 0.012 0.012 0.006 0.007 0.010 0.006 0.008 0.006
0.1 10 0.011 0.012 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.005
0.1 20 0.010 0.011 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.005
0.1 30 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.004
0.1 50 0.007 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.004
0.1 100 0.008 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004
0.1 200 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004
0.3 5 0.042 0.031 0.022 0.021 0.018 0.016 0.021 0.023
0.3 10 0.024 0.026 0.020 0.018 0.009 0.012 0.018 0.019
0.3 20 0.021 0.021 0.012 0.015 0.007 0.010 0.014 0.017
0.3 30 0.020 0.022 0.012 0.014 0.006 0.009 0.013 0.015
0.3 50 0.018 0.020 0.011 0.014 0.006 0.008 0.012 0.013
0.3 100 0.017 0.019 0.011 0.013 0.005 0.007 0.013 0.014
0.3 200 0.017 0.020 0.011 0.014 0.005 0.007 0.013 0.015
0.5 5 0.074 0.065 0.040 0.049 0.048 0.037 0.049 0.055
0.5 10 0.066 0.065 0.037 0.041 0.021 0.028 0.041 0.043
0.5 20 0.066 0.055 0.032 0.039 0.027 0.024 0.035 0.040
0.5 30 0.053 0.059 0.030 0.036 0.016 0.022 0.034 0.041
0.5 50 0.050 0.054 0.029 0.034 0.015 0.021 0.033 0.037
0.5 100 0.049 0.054 0.028 0.033 0.014 0.019 0.032 0.037
0.5 200 0.049 0.054 0.028 0.034 0.014 0.019 0.032 0.037
1 5 0.179 0.187 0.115 0.137 0.087 0.113 0.119 0.135
1 10 0.168 0.181 0.117 0.128 0.085 0.104 0.102 0.117
1 20 0.158 0.171 0.098 0.117 0.076 0.091 0.087 0.103
1 30 0.154 0.167 0.094 0.114 0.071 0.084 0.088 0.103
1 50 0.156 0.168 0.097 0.113 0.069 0.082 0.080 0.098
1 100 0.149 0.166 0.095 0.113 0.069 0.082 0.077 0.097
1 200 0.150 0.168 0.094 0.113 0.069 0.083 0.079 0.097
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Figure 3.5: The logarithm of the mean square Fisher Rao distance to the true mean
µA versus logarithm of sample size n when ρ = 0.5. The full line is the ambient
space estimator and the dotted line is the quotient space estimator. The colours are
red (σ= 0.1), green (σ = 0.3), blue (σ = 0.5) and cyan (σ = 1).
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Table 3.4: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to µ(t)’s when ρ = 0.8.
Example Number 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
σ n A Q A Q A Q A Q
0 5 0.012 0.011 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.004
0 10 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.005
0 20 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.004
0 30 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.004
0 50 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0 100 0.006 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004
0 200 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004
0.1 5 0.012 0.013 0.006 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.006
0.1 10 0.011 0.011 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.005
0.1 20 0.009 0.011 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005
0.1 30 0.009 0.010 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005
0.1 50 0.007 0.009 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.1 100 0.007 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.003
0.1 200 0.007 0.008 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
0.3 5 0.038 0.032 0.019 0.022 0.012 0.014 0.024 0.024
0.3 10 0.033 0.027 0.015 0.017 0.009 0.011 0.019 0.019
0.3 20 0.027 0.028 0.014 0.016 0.007 0.009 0.015 0.016
0.3 30 0.026 0.026 0.014 0.015 0.006 0.008 0.014 0.016
0.3 50 0.022 0.021 0.013 0.015 0.006 0.007 0.016 0.017
0.3 100 0.021 0.021 0.013 0.014 0.006 0.007 0.014 0.014
0.3 200 0.022 0.023 0.012 0.014 0.005 0.007 0.016 0.016
0.5 5 0.083 0.078 0.044 0.047 0.031 0.036 0.057 0.060
0.5 10 0.072 0.064 0.039 0.043 0.035 0.028 0.045 0.045
0.5 20 0.068 0.065 0.032 0.037 0.030 0.022 0.036 0.041
0.5 30 0.063 0.062 0.029 0.032 0.028 0.021 0.036 0.041
0.5 50 0.061 0.066 0.029 0.034 0.015 0.020 0.036 0.040
0.5 100 0.060 0.064 0.029 0.034 0.015 0.019 0.037 0.040
0.5 200 0.061 0.067 0.029 0.033 0.015 0.019 0.037 0.040
1 5 0.187 0.199 0.140 0.154 0.123 0.127 0.116 0.125
1 10 0.173 0.180 0.103 0.106 0.082 0.094 0.099 0.109
1 20 0.170 0.176 0.096 0.109 0.089 0.091 0.094 0.099
1 30 0.154 0.170 0.101 0.115 0.068 0.083 0.084 0.094
1 50 0.152 0.162 0.092 0.105 0.068 0.080 0.077 0.092
1 100 0.153 0.171 0.091 0.104 0.065 0.078 0.077 0.093
1 200 0.143 0.168 0.090 0.103 0.065 0.077 0.080 0.098
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Figure 3.6: The logarithm of the mean square Fisher Rao distance to the true mean
µA versus logarithm of sample size n when ρ = 0.8. The full line is the ambient
space estimator and the dotted line is the quotient space estimator. The colours are
red (σ= 0.1), green (σ = 0.3), blue (σ = 0.5) and cyan (σ = 1).
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3.1.5 Real Data Analysis
3.1.5.1 Mass Spectrometry
The data we consider here are the TICC mass spectrometry data which are mentioned
in section 1.2. We first aim to address the issue caused by phase variation in the
pairwise comparison scheme. By using the sampling algorithm in section 3.1.3, an
Ambient Space estimator γ̂A from MCMC can be obtained by using the point-wise
median of posterior samples from Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm, and the alignment
result is given in Figure 3.7.


































Figure 3.7: Before and after registration through γ̂A
From the registration result, we can see that the curves have been well aligned
and from here on, some standard multivariate technique, such as principal component
analysis (Jolliffe, 2002) can be used. Additionally, a point-wise credibility interval for
γ(t) is given in Figure 3.8. Based on the figure, the credibility region looks quite
narrow and this agrees with the fact that there are so many bumps in the middle
area of the data and they have biologically good correspondence one another. The
information is so strong such that the posterior variability in the data is quite small.
The convergence of MCMC is roughly examined by the traceplot of the parameter
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κ and log posterior (Figure 3.9). Since our MCMC search typically starts from the
solution of dynamic programming (Bellman, 2003) (Quotient estimate) in a high
dimensional setup (in order to avoid getting trapped in local modes), the convergence
to stationarity seems pretty fast actually.



















Figure 3.8: Pointwise 95% credibility interval of γ(t) .


























Figure 3.9: Traceplot of κ and log posterior.




γ̂iqi(γi(t))||2 during the Monte Carlo search. The registra-
tion result is given in Figure 3.10 and the traceplot examination is depicted in Figure
3.11.
























Figure 3.10: Before and after registration through (µ̂, γ̂1, . . . , γ̂n) with a = 1.





























traceplot of log posterior
Figure 3.11: Traceplot of κ and log posterior. It appears that the algorithm has
converged after about 5, 000 iterations.
In courtesy of MBI organizers, there is an answer key for 14 spikes on the data. If
the answer key and registration result agrees with each other perfectly, the positions
of those 14 spikes should be in a vertical line.
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Figure 3.12: Registration results based on (µ̂, γ̂1, . . . , γ̂n) when a = 1 and a = 100.
Based on Figure 3.12, we see that the registration results under both priors look
reasonably good (most positions line up in a vertical line) while we do notice that
a strong prior clearly helps the registration result at position 1 and 12,13,14. Prior
with a = 1 in fact does not provide any warping information on re-parameterization,
in contrast to where a = 100 impose strong encourage on identify transformation.
Since the data mainly exhibit translational effect at time level, a strong prior seems
to be convincing.
Based on Figure 3.13, we notice that the main variability when a = 1 lies in the
position of 1, where the curve is flatter and thus contains less information, while when
a = 100 the variability is so small that the numbers are only widen slightly, hardly
showing any visible region.
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Figure 3.13: Multiple registration results based on samples of (γ1, γ2, . . . , γ15) when
a = 1 and a = 100.
































Figure 3.14: Samples of groups of warping functions when a = 1 and a = 100.
The warping functions from MCMC are shown in Figure 3.14. They are obtained
in the following way: after half of the iteration number (burn-in period), we take one
group of warping functions out from MCMC every 1,250 iterations. Since we have
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50,000 iterations in total, this will give 20 groups of warping functions. Each group
has 15 warping functions, each corresponding to an individual data curve. From the
samples of warping functions, we clearly see that several brown warping functions
stay out of the main body and these shall be the reason that in Figure 3.13 position
12, 13, 14 do not line up perfectly. It could be that our algorithm get trapped or that
the answer key provided is not exactly correct.
3.1.5.2 Spike Train Data
The study of spiking activity of neuron is of increasing interest as it reveals how neu-
ron reacts to stimulation and thus code the physical movement of muscle. A better
understanding of neuron activity can be highly beneficial in terms of treatment of
several human physical diseases.
A spike train dataset was provided by Wu Wei and Anuj Srivastava (Florida State
University, Statistics Department) on the Mathematical Bioscience Institute(MBI),
Columbus, Ohio workshop on Statistics of TimeWarping and Phase Variation, Novem-
ber 2012 and was originally collected in the Hatsopoulos Lab at the University of
Chicago. Detailed explanation of the data collection can be found at Wu and Sri-
vastava (2011) while a brief introduction is given here for the completeness of the
data analysis. The spiking activity of a movement-encoded neuron in the primary
motor cortex was recorded when the subject performs a Squared-Path task. Four
different paths were given as 4 different tasks and thus 4 groups of neuron activities
were recorded. Sixty trails for each path results in a total of 240 spiking curves where
each curve contains 101 points. Thus when taking the time factor into account, the
data set is a 101 × 241 matrix. Considering the format of the data, this is a typical
example of functional data and thus make our Bayesian method applicable.
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We still start from a pairwise comparison of two curves to have some general
understanding of the characteristic of the spike train data. In Figure 3.15 we see that
the spike train data consist of two parts: sharp spikes (high activity) in some area
and flat curve (zero activity) otherwise.



































Figure 3.15: Curve 1 and 2 from group 1 of experimental spike data on left and
their correspondence based on γ(t)Q on right.
Figure 3.16 below provides a registration result based on γ(t)A and a posterior
point-wise credibility interval of γ(t) under a = 1.








































Figure 3.16: Registration through γ(t)A on left and 95% credibility interval of γ(t)
on right when a = 1.
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We can see that, comparing to the credibility interval of mass spectrometry data
(Figure 3.8), the CI for spike train data is much wider. Since there are many flat
regions in spike train data where little information is exhibited, it is natural that the
CI is wider in those regions. On the other hand, when there are sharp peaks in the
curve, the CI will be much narrower as the value of q function will be bigger and a
nice match in peaks is necessary to increase likelihood. The convergence of MCMC is
checked by trace plot of log posterior as well as nuisance parameter κ (Figure 3.17).
We can see that they converge pretty fast after a few iterations.




















traceplot of log posterior
Figure 3.17: Traceplot of κ and log posterior of pairwise MCMC when a = 1.
Keeping the previous information in mind, we are interested in characterizing
some summary descriptions of each group of spike data.
































Figure 3.18: Spike train data. left: Group 1. right: Group 2.
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Figure 3.19: Spike train data. left: Group 3. right: Group 4.
Their registration result is given as following.
































































Figure 3.20: Registered fitted curves through (µQ, γQ) and the corresponding cross
sectional median of registered curves. Top left: Group 1. Top right: Group 2.
Bottom left: Group 3. Bottom right: Group 4.
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Based on the cross sectional mean of the data, we see that there are more spikes
at both sides of the curve in group 1. There are more spikes at the right side of curves
in group 2. There are more spikes in the middle of curves in group 3 and more spikes
on left side in group 4. This result corresponds very well with the result based on
kernel density estimates of the peak locations (Cheng et al., 2013). See Figure 3.21.










































Figure 3.21: Kernel density estimates of the peak locations. Top left: Group 1. Top
right: Group 2. Bottom left: Group 3. Bottom right: Group 4.
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The convergence of MCMC for each group is checked by trace-plot of kappa and
log posterior.



















Figure 3.22: Traceplot of κ for group 1 and 2 when a = 1. κ seems to converge
pretty fast.






















Figure 3.23: Traceplot of κ for group 3 and 4 when a = 1. κ seems to converge
pretty fast.
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traceplot of log posterior










traceplot of sum of distances











traceplot of log posterior











traceplot of log posterior
Figure 3.24: Traceplot of log posterior for group 1, 2, 3 and 4 when a = 1. All log
posterior converge reasonably well in all 4 groups.
One interest in analyzing the data would be to correctly classify each curve to
their own group. One attempt in classifying spike trains is tried as following: 4 group
means µA are obtained through MCMC as the mean shape for each corresponding
group and then each curve is reassigned group based on their distance to each mean
shape (assigned to the closest group). And this will give a 66% classification rate.
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3.2 Bayesian Model in Two Dimensional Space
3.2.1 Pairwise and Multiple Model
In higher dimensions, we also need to take rotation into account. If a prior for the
rotation parameter θ is assigned, our Bayesian model for (γ, θ) would then be







γ̇(t)q2(γ(t))Γ and Γ is the rotation matrix corresponding to θ. Here
the prior rotation is independent of other parameters. For the case of multiple curves,
define q∗i (t) =
√
γ̇i(t)qi(γi(t))Γi and µ = E(q∗i ) for fixed γi and θi, we assume
vec(µ([t])− q∗i ([t])) ∼ N(0dM ,ΣdM×dM).
If we assign a prior for each rotation parameter θi, then the joint posterior for
(µ, γ1, . . . , γn, θ1, . . . , θn) is







Note that when curves are of two dimensions, θ is a scalar whereas for three
dimensional curves it is a vector of length 3, i.e., θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3). Also note that the
problem is more complex if the curves are closed. In that case an extra parameter
involving the relative starting position on the curve, denoted by c, should be brought




while the Gaussian process assumption continues to hold.
3.2.2 Sampling Algorithm
• µ,γi and κ is updated through the same way as in 1D functional case.
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• θi is updated through Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm.
• ci is updated through Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm if applicable and neces-
sary.
3.2.3 Simulation Study
3.2.3.1 2D Mice Vertebrae Data
The two-dimensional curves we consider for simulation are mouse second thoracic ver-
tebrae T2 data (Dryden and Mardia, 1998). In this dataset 3 groups of mice bones
were obtained : 30 Control, 23 Large and 23 Small bones. Large/Small group cor-
respond to large/small mice body weight while control group are of unselected mice.
Each bone curve contains 60 points which are determined through a semi-automatic
procedure described by Mardia and Dryden (1989) and Dryden and Mardia (1998).
In the simulation study, we take one curve from the data set and use its q function
as our true µ function in the simulation process. We use the generative model for sim-
ulated qi([t]) as qi([t]) =
√
γ̇iµ(γi(t))Γi + ei([t]). The structure of V AR(ei) is similar
as in 1D. However, rather than constructing a big covariance matrix for the vectorized
ei([t]), each column of un-vectorized ei([t]) has its own covariance matrix, assuming
columns of ei([t]) are independent. We further assume that V AR(X) = V AR(Y )
for simplicity and has AR(1) structure as in 1D. A uniform prior is used for rotation
matrix Γi.
Based on generated qi’s, both Quotient Space estimator µQ and Ambient Space
estimator µA are obtained and their elastic distances to µ are also calculated, i.e.,
infγ∈G,Γ∈G ||µ̂ −
√
γ̇(t)µ(γ(t))Γ||2. Within each generated group of qi’s, the largest
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iteration number for recursive dynamic programming (Quotient Space estimator) is
fixed at 500 and the Monte Carlo search of MCMC starts from the solution of Quotient
estimator. The MCMC iterations are fixed at 50,000 iterations with 25,000 burn-in.
In total 50 repetitions are run and the arithmetic mean of squared elastic distances
to true µ is shown in Tables 3.5 to 3.8.










Figure 3.25: true µ function for simulation.
From the simulation tables we notice that, when n increases or σ decreases, the
distance from both estimators to true value will be smaller. And it is also obvious
that Ambient space estimator performs slightly better than its quotient counterpart
in overall. When σ is moderate, say σ = (0.1, 0.3, 0.5), the effect of increasing sample
size n is stronger than when σ is extreme such as σ = (0, 1). When ρ gets bigger,
both estimators’ quality decrease, i.e., resulting a larger distance from estimator to
true value.
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Table 3.5: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to True µ(t), ρ = 0
σ n A Q σ n A Q σ n A Q
0 10 0.085 0.085 0.3 10 0.147 0.144 1 10 0.336 0.328
0 30 0.068 0.078 0.3 30 0.098 0.105 1 30 0.253 0.255
0 50 0.066 0.074 0.3 50 0.091 0.099 1 50 0.237 0.236
0 100 0.068 0.076 0.3 100 0.085 0.099 1 100 0.197 0.200
0 200 0.073 0.079 0.3 200 0.079 0.102 1 200 0.170 0.182
0.1 10 0.086 0.086 0.5 10 0.204 0.197 2 10 0.529 0.529
0.1 30 0.068 0.076 0.5 30 0.144 0.149 2 30 0.455 0.435
0.1 50 0.059 0.070 0.5 50 0.121 0.133 2 50 0.427 0.404
0.1 100 0.059 0.067 0.5 100 0.105 0.143 2 100 0.400 0.379
0.1 200 0.057 0.066 0.5 200 0.102 0.159 2 200 0.380 0.348
Table 3.6: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to True µ(t), ρ = 0.2
σ n A Q σ n A Q σ n A Q
0 10 0.080 0.079 0.3 10 0.173 0.154 1 10 0.345 0.395
0 30 0.063 0.073 0.3 30 0.128 0.129 1 30 0.282 0.346
0 50 0.061 0.070 0.3 50 0.097 0.114 1 50 0.195 0.260
0 100 0.069 0.077 0.3 100 0.108 0.131 1 100 0.172 0.211
0 200 0.077 0.081 0.3 200 0.111 0.139 1 200 0.171 0.205
0.1 10 0.082 0.082 0.5 10 0.263 0.242 2 10 0.526 0.515
0.1 30 0.063 0.067 0.5 30 0.147 0.166 2 30 0.502 0.474
0.1 50 0.062 0.071 0.5 50 0.132 0.141 2 50 0.440 0.465
0.1 100 0.057 0.063 0.5 100 0.115 0.146 2 100 0.430 0.465
0.1 200 0.056 0.065 0.5 200 0.107 0.149 2 200 0.404 0.428
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Table 3.7: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to True µ(t), ρ = 0.5
σ n A Q σ n A Q σ n A Q
0 10 0.073 0.074 0.3 10 0.202 0.187 1 10 0.421 0.471
0 30 0.068 0.074 0.3 30 0.154 0.153 1 30 0.352 0.383
0 50 0.069 0.073 0.3 50 0.120 0.127 1 50 0.360 0.387
0 100 0.068 0.076 0.3 100 0.118 0.135 1 100 0.343 0.349
0 200 0.071 0.078 0.3 200 0.119 0.155 1 200 0.292 0.279
0.1 10 0.091 0.090 0.5 10 0.273 0.262 2 10 0.572 0.580
0.1 30 0.067 0.079 0.5 30 0.240 0.247 2 30 0.541 0.558
0.1 50 0.062 0.071 0.5 50 0.215 0.198 2 50 0.511 0.521
0.1 100 0.058 0.068 0.5 100 0.138 0.155 2 100 0.543 0.537
0.1 200 0.041 0.065 0.5 200 0.138 0.160 2 200 0.563 0.551
Table 3.8: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to True µ(t), ρ = 0.8
σ n A Q σ n A Q σ n A Q
0 10 0.081 0.078 0.3 10 0.290 0.273 1 10 0.576 0.556
0 30 0.065 0.072 0.3 30 0.222 0.215 1 30 0.554 0.533
0 50 0.065 0.076 0.3 50 0.161 0.173 1 50 0.560 0.549
0 100 0.075 0.084 0.3 100 0.140 0.143 1 100 0.566 0.550
0 200 0.075 0.079 0.3 200 0.125 0.150 1 200 0.581 0.577
0.1 10 0.122 0.108 0.5 10 0.443 0.414 2 10 0.651 0.622
0.1 30 0.096 0.105 0.5 30 0.342 0.404 2 30 0.628 0.616
0.1 50 0.085 0.097 0.5 50 0.319 0.341 2 50 0.630 0.612
0.1 100 0.087 0.100 0.5 100 0.313 0.339 2 100 0.674 0.652
0.1 200 0.083 0.097 0.5 200 0.259 0.268 2 200 0.643 0.638
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Figure 3.26: The logarithm of the mean square Fisher Rao distance to the true
mean µA versus logarithm of sample size n when ρ = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8. The full line is
the ambient space estimator and the dotted line is the quotient space estimator.
The colours are red (σ= 0.1), green (σ = 0.3), blue (σ = 0.5), cyan (σ = 1) and
pink (σ = 2).
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3.2.4 Real Data Analysis
3.2.4.1 2D Mice Vertebrae Data
For 2D mice data, we start our analysis by performing a pairwise comparison first:
Curve 1 from small group and curve 1 from control group are taken out for analysis
purpose.












































Figure 3.27: Unregistered curves on left and registration through γ(t)A on right.
A point-wise posterior credibility for γ(t) is given below.




































Figure 3.28: 95% point-wise posterior credibility for γ(t).
Taking the curvature of mice data into account, it is not surprising to see such a
narrow credibility interval. The convergence of MCMC is now examined by 3 trace
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plots.














traceplot of log posterior










traceplot of nuisance parameter kappa














traceplot of nuisance parameter theta
Figure 3.29: Trace plot of log posterior, κ and θ. All trace plots seem to converge
pretty fast starting from quotient estimator.
After pairwise registration, group registration is under investigation.
















Figure 3.30: Original curves from small group, without registration.
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Figure 3.31: Registration through Procrustes and MCMC. A quick graphical check
shows that MCMC gives a closer registration result than Procrustes.






























Figure 3.32: Traceplot of log posterior and concentration parameter κ after
convergence. Trace plot converge pretty fast starting from quotient estimates.
In order to investigate the differences between the new Bayesian method and the
classic Procrustes analysis on the 60 landmarks we consider a classification study. For
classification method A, the three group means are obtained through classical general-
ized Procrustes analysis (Goodall, 1991) using the shapes package in R (Dryden, 2013)
and each test curve is assigned to the trained group which is closest in terms of Pro-
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crustes distance. The Procrustes distance is calculated by minimizing the Euclidean
sum of squares between the landmark configurations using translation, rotating and
scale. For method B, the three group means are obtained using the posterior mean
from the Bayesian model and each test curve is classified based on the elastic distance
to the mean (i.e. using amplitude variability). For method C, all training dataset
curves are registered in one pooled group using generalized Procrustes analysis and
the Procrustes registered curves are used as the training data. Each test curve is
aligned to the mean by ordinary Procrustes analysis. A Support Vector Machine
(SVM) (Chang and Lin, 2001) is then trained on the registered training curves and
applied to the registered test curves. For method D, all training dataset curves are
registered through the Bayesian model and their warped, registered versions are used
as the training data. Each test curve is aligned to the mean by pairwise registration
using MCMC. An SVM is then trained on the MCMC registered training curves and
applied to the registered test curves.
A total of 100 Monte Carlo repetitions are run for each exercise, where the training
data and test data are sampled from each group without replacement. In a single
Monte Carlo repetition, 16 curves from the Small group, 20 from the Control group
and 16 from the Large group (about two-thirds of the original data) are randomly
selected as the training data, while the remaining 24 curves are used as the test data.
Method A gives an 80% correct classification rate for the test data, and method B
gives 83% correct classification. In method C, the classification rate increases rate to
87% while method D has the highest classification rate of 92%. Under both A vs B and
C vs D circumstances, we see some improvement in classification by using Bayesian
alignment while we also notice an overall improvement in methods C and D compared
to A and B by using SVM. The main difference here is that SVM is using hyperplanes
to classify between distributions for each group, rather than shape distances which
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are isotropic in nature. Both method B and D demonstrate the advantage in using
the Bayesian MCMC method for registration with warping, rather than just using
the equally spaced pseudo-landmarks with no warping.
3.3 Bayesian Model in Three Dimensional Space
3.3.1 3D rotation matrix
Bayesian model in three dimensional space is exactly the same as in two dimensional
space with only one exception : rotation matrix/angles.







the 3 Euler angles are calculated as following:
θx = atan2(r32, r33), θx ∈ [−π, π];
θy = atan2(−r31,
√





θz = atan2(r21, r11), θz ∈ [−π, π].
In the other way, if given 3 Euler angles θx, θy, θz, then the corresponding rotation




















And the rotation matrix R is then calculated as R = RzRyRx.
We use the updating setup of Kenobi and Dryden (2012) here for rotation angles.
Proposal perturbations are drawn from a uniform distribution on [−0.2, 0.2] for θx, θz






in the case of pairwise comparison and
min(1,
π(γ,Γ∗, µ|q1, q2, . . . , qn) cos(θ∗y)
π(γ,Γ, µ|q1, q2, . . . , qn) cos(θy)
)
in the case of multiple comparison. The unusual extra cosine terms are due to the
Haar measure on the special orthogonal rotation group(Kenobi and Dryden, 2012).
3.3.2 Protein Secondary Structure Element Analysis
The 3D protein dataset we consider is provided by Pooja Jain and Jonathan D Hirst
at University of Nottingham ((Jain and Hirst, 2009)). There are two datasets relevant
here.
3.3.2.1 The data set-ProDSSP362
A set of secondary structure elements (SSEs) from 338 proteins, either helices or
strands or both, is provided in the dataset. The corresponding data for each protein
includes the names of amino-acids, positions of these amino acids, type of SSE and
also x, y, z coordinates of each amino-acid. A lag of positions of amino acids or
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a change of type between helix and strand indicates the start of a new SSE in the
protein.
3.3.2.2 The Data set-pdbId.txt.scop
This is the classification information of proteins from the above data set. The highest
level class is followed by fold, super-family, family, domain, species and protein. So
the lowest level two different proteins can share is species.
There are 9 Classes in the data set. Class 56992 is the largest class with 151
members, while Class 46456 is the second largest, with 136 members. Other classes
are much smaller: Class 48724 with 19 members; Class 53931 11 members; Class-
58231 11 members; Class 58788 4 members; Class 57942 3 members; Class 56835 2
members; Class 58117 only 1 member!
In the largest Class 56992, there are 30 Folds. The biggest Fold is 57015, containing
45 members, and then Fold 57361 containing 24 members, Fold 57769 20 members. All
the rest Folds have members ranging from 1 to 8. In the second largest Class 46456,
the largest Fold is 46688 with 42 members, followed by Fold 47094 15 members, Fold
46965 and Fold 46996 10 members. The rest Folds in this class have members from
1 to 7.
3.3.2.3 More on structural changes
There are 105 proteins out of 338 proteins involve in once type change, 4 of them
even involve twice type change. In the biggest class, there are 78 out of 151 proteins
involve 1 change, 2 of them has 2 changes. In the second biggest class, only 2 proteins
out of 136 involve 1 type change, 0 of them has twice change. In the third class, 10
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out of 19 has 1 type change, 1 of them has twice. In the fourth class, 10 out of 11
has 1, 1 of them has twice. In the fifth, 3 out of 11 has 1 type change, 0 has two type
change. In the sixth, 2 out of 4 has 1 type change. while in the 7, 8, 9 class, no type
changes happen.
3.3.2.4 Pairwise and multiple Registration
We first start with a pairwise comparison for the dataset. The candidate proteins are
the first and second protein in Class 56992.
Figure 3.33: Pairwise registration of SSE curve through Procrustes and MCMC.
It is really difficult to see in Figure 3.33 the registration result from a 3D per-
spective. However, if we calculate the distance before and after registration, i.e.,
||q1 − q2||2 and ||q1 −
√
γ̇q2(γ)||, then the distance decreases from 0.85 to 0.31. So
after registration these two curves are much closer in the quotient space. Figure 3.34
and Figure 3.35 show the pointwise 95% credibility region for γ(t) and traceplots for
3 rotation angles. Figure 3.36 shows the traceplot of κ and log posterior.
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traceplot of theta in x axis
Figure 3.34: 95% credibility region for γ(t) and traceplot for rotation angle θx.










traceplot of theta in y axis

















traceplot of theta in z axis
Figure 3.35: Traceplot for rotation angle θy and θz.

























traceplot of log posterior
Figure 3.36: Trace plot for κ and log posterior.
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None of the traceplots show obvious departure from convergence although we do
notice that a much wider traceplot region for rotation angles comparing to 2D exam-
ple. On one hand, this is concurrent with the wide CI of warping function γ(t). On
the other hand, this may come from the complexity of 3D rotation : there is more
freedom to rotate a 3D curve.
We further continue to the registration problem of multiple 3D curves. To simplify
the registration plot, we only choose the first 3 curves from class 56992 for illustration
purpose. Figure 3.37 shows the registration based on Procrustes and MCMC.
Figure 3.37: Multiple registration of SSE curve through Procrustes and MCMC.
























Figure 3.38: Trace plot for κ and log posterior in multiple registration of SSE curve.
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Trace plots are again used to check the convergence of MCMC and there are no
obvious violation of convergence as shown in Figure 3.38.
3.3.3 Juggling data analysis
The juggling data were collected from professor Michael Newton, Department of Bio-
statistics, University of Wisconsin, during a visit to McGill University in November
of 1998.1The collection and analysis of the data was a collaboration effort with pro-
fessor D. Ostry, Department of Psychology, McGill University, and Dr. P. Gribble,
Department of Psychology, University of Western Ontario.
The data consists of ten trials, each involving from 11 to 13 juggling cycles while
a cycle contains the throwing of a ball, the catching of an incoming ball, and the
positioning of that ball for its throw.
Three coordinates, about the positions in three dimensional space of the tip of the
right forefinger of the juggler, are recored in the dataset.
• X: the horizontal position of the right forefinger in the frontal plane, across the
body facing the juggler, and measured from the juggler’s left to his right
• Y: the horizontal position in the sagittal plane, or viewed from the juggler’s
side, and measured from the center of the juggler’s body moving outwards
• Z: the vertical position of the right forefinger
One of the research interests is to register these juggling curves in 3D space. Again
the study will start from a pairwise registration and end in multiple registration. The
1by Prof. James Ramsey, McGill University, http://mbi.osu.edu/2012/stwmaterials/
ReadMe_juggling.pdf
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9th trail will be used as the source of data, which contains 13 cycles with 1833 points.
So on average each cycle has 141 points. The pairwise registration will use cycle 1
and cycle 2 while all cycles in the 9th trail will be used for multiple registration.
3.3.3.1 Pairwise and multiple Registration
Figure 3.39: Pairwise registration of juggle curve through Procrustes and MCMC.
It is clear in Figure 3.39 that after MCMC registration, the 3D curves are brought
closer each other in a 3D space. Figure 3.40 and Figure 3.41 show the pointwise 95%
credibility region for γ(t) and traceplots for 3 rotation angles.



































traceplot of theta in x axis
Figure 3.40: 95% credibility region for γ(t) and trace plot for rotation angle θx.
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traceplot of theta in y axis










traceplot of theta in z axis
Figure 3.41: Trace plot for rotation angle θy and θz.
It is not surprising to see that the CI is not as wide as in the case of SSE since
the juggle cycles are much more similar one another than those in SSE data. The
traceplots of three rotation angles show no obvious departure from convergence.





























traceplot of log posterior
Figure 3.42: Traceplot for κ and log posterior.
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We further analyze the multiple registration problem of juggle data.
Figure 3.43: Pairwise registration of juggle curve through Procrustes and MCMC.
Comparing to Procrustes registration, the result of MCMC registration put all
the points from the left half much closer while the points from the right half sparser.





















traceplot of log posterior
Figure 3.44: Traceplot for κ and log posterior.
Again, the traceplot show no obvious violation of convergence, which indicates
the quality of MCMC registration result.
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3.3.4 Simulation Study
We take one curve from juggling data and use its q function as the true µ function
for the simulation study. We use similar simulation setup as in 2D. We use the gener-
ative model for simulated qi([t]) as qi([t]) =
√
γ̇iµ(γi(t))Γi + ei([t]). The structure of
V AR(ei) is similar as in 2D. Each column of un-vectorized ei([t]) has its own covari-
ance matrix, assuming columns of ei([t]) are independent. We further assume that
V AR(X) = V AR(Y ) = V AR(Z) for simplicity and has AR(1) structure for each X,
Y, Z coordinate. Uniform prior is used for 3 rotation angles which are assumed to be
independent one another.
Based on generated qi’s, both Quotient Space estimator µQ and Ambient Space
estimator µA are obtained and their elastic distances to µ are also calculated, i.e.,
infγ∈G,Γ∈G ||µ̂ −
√
γ̇(t)µ(γ(t))Γ||2. Within each generated group of qi’s, the largest
iteration number for recursive dynamic programming (Quotient Space estimator) is
fixed at 500 and the Monte Carlo search of MCMC starts from the solution of Quotient
estimator. The MCMC iterations are fixed at 50,000 iterations with 25,000 burn-in.
In total 30 repetitions are run and the arithmetic mean of squared elastic distances
to true µ is shown in Tables 3.9 to 3.12.
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Table 3.9: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to True µ(t), ρ = 0
σ n A Q σ n A Q σ n A Q
0 10 0.069 0.075 0.3 10 0.073 0.091 1 10 0.185 0.260
0 30 0.054 0.058 0.3 30 0.042 0.045 1 30 0.164 0.206
0 50 0.044 0.041 0.3 50 0.039 0.043 1 50 0.137 0.146
0 100 0.040 0.041 0.3 100 0.031 0.035 1 100 0.127 0.134
0.1 10 0.072 0.081 0.5 10 0.096 0.106 2 10 0.296 0.474
0.1 30 0.041 0.043 0.5 30 0.052 0.068 2 30 0.259 0.421
0.1 50 0.035 0.037 0.5 50 0.041 0.046 2 50 0.287 0.391
0.1 100 0.033 0.034 0.5 100 0.027 0.030 2 100 0.279 0.384
Table 3.10: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to True µ(t), ρ = 0.2
σ n A Q σ n A Q σ n A Q
0 10 0.056 0.064 0.3 10 0.063 0.077 1 10 0.213 0.275
0 30 0.058 0.064 0.3 30 0.038 0.044 1 30 0.173 0.206
0 50 0.039 0.039 0.3 50 0.046 0.044 1 50 0.154 0.185
0 100 0.035 0.037 0.3 100 0.026 0.029 1 100 0.142 0.152
0.1 10 0.060 0.065 0.5 10 0.110 0.147 2 10 0.402 0.528
0.1 30 0.039 0.045 0.5 30 0.065 0.066 2 30 0.345 0.447
0.1 50 0.039 0.042 0.5 50 0.049 0.055 2 50 0.326 0.411
0.1 100 0.047 0.049 0.5 100 0.032 0.032 2 100 0.350 0.365
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Table 3.11: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to True µ(t), ρ = 0.5
σ n A Q σ n A Q σ n A Q
0 10 0.101 0.104 0.3 10 0.112 0.126 1 10 0.240 0.315
0 30 0.042 0.044 0.3 30 0.040 0.043 1 30 0.214 0.251
0 50 0.045 0.046 0.3 50 0.032 0.034 1 50 0.162 0.176
0 100 0.035 0.034 0.3 100 0.024 0.024 1 100 0.147 0.161
0.1 10 0.075 0.080 0.5 10 0.143 0.145 2 10 0.545 0.592
0.1 30 0.041 0.043 0.5 30 0.082 0.091 2 30 0.419 0.484
0.1 50 0.036 0.037 0.5 50 0.067 0.059 2 50 0.380 0.440
0.1 100 0.037 0.038 0.5 100 0.062 0.056 2 100 0.353 0.409
Table 3.12: Mean Square Fisher Rao Distance to True µ(t), ρ = 0.8
σ n A Q σ n A Q σ n A Q
0 10 0.055 0.062 0.3 10 0.138 0.126 1 10 0.412 0.439
0 30 0.044 0.046 0.3 30 0.058 0.055 1 30 0.304 0.358
0 50 0.045 0.045 0.3 50 0.039 0.036 1 50 0.307 0.336
0 100 0.042 0.041 0.3 100 0.033 0.029 1 100 0.227 0.277
0.1 10 0.114 0.112 0.5 10 0.176 0.188 2 10 0.663 0.623
0.1 30 0.046 0.049 0.5 30 0.143 0.125 2 30 0.615 0.609
0.1 50 0.031 0.032 0.5 50 0.099 0.090 2 50 0.654 0.616
0.1 100 0.033 0.036 0.5 100 0.056 0.060 2 100 0.577 0.595
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Figure 3.45: The logarithm of the mean square Fisher Rao distance to the true
mean µA versus logarithm of sample size n when ρ = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8. The full line is
the ambient space estimator and the dotted line is the quotient space estimator.
The colours are red (σ= 0.1), green (σ = 0.3), blue (σ = 0.5), cyan (σ = 1) and
pink (σ = 2). We can see that in overall, Ambient space estimator outperforms its




Further Simulation Techniques in MCMC
The update of warping function is not straightforward as it is a long random vector
and thus the likelihood function will suffer from the multi-mode problem. It is very
common for MCMC to get trapped in a local mode while trace plot shows no obvious
violation of convergence. This chapter will discuss some useful techniques to treat
the problem and it begins with a simple adaptive Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.
4.1 Adaptive Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm
4.1.1 Algorithm
The key idea of Adaptive Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm (AM) is to update the pro-
posal distribution by using the samples that have already been taken from the target
distribution (Haario et al., 2001). Since usually the Gaussian proposal is used in
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the goal is now to update the proposal variance of
Gaussian distribution wisely. Basically, we need to run the usual Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm with a pre-specified proposal variance for t0 number of iterations and then
calculate the variance of samples taken from target and use it as the new proposal
variance. Based on the new proposal variance, we take new samples and adjust the
proposal variance accordingly such that the acceptance rate of new samples is around
44% (Gelman et al., 1996; Roberts and Rosenthal, 2001).
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4.1.2 Application
Let the number of q functions to be N , vector length of warping function γ([t]) to be
M , preliminary iterations of MCMC to be t0. Then warping function γ([t]), rotation
parameter θ, concentration parameter κ (and relative position c if necessary) are
updated in the following way:










), j ∈ (1, 2, . . . , N),Γ(0) = I2×2, c(0) = 0, κ(0) = 1000
• at iteration t, for the ith coordinate of PM,j, i.e., Pi,j, sample di,j from N(0, σ(t)j )
with constraint that P (t−1)i,j + di,j ∈ (0, 1) and P
(t−1)
i+1,j − di,j ∈ (0, 1);
• accept P (t)i,j = P
(t−1)




i+1,j − di,j simultaneously with proba-
bility
λ = min(1,
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• after the update of the whole vector, i.e., P (t)M,j = (P
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[0, 2π] be the corresponding rotation parameter for matrix Γ(t−1)j , then sample
θ
(t)
j ∈ [0, 2π] from N(θ(t−1), v
(t)





































i,j , t ≤ t0
sV ar(P (0)i,j , P
(1)
i,j , . . . , P
(t−1)
i,j ), t > t0
where s is a scaling constant for convergence purpose.
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• update proposal variance for θj and cj in the following way: for t ≤ t0, vj =
v0,j, ν = ν0,j, and if we let lsd denote log of standard deviation of the training
sample, we control the current acceptance rate such that if it is smaller than
0.44 we update lsd by lsd − 0.01 and if it is bigger, we update by lsd + 0.01
(Roberts et al., 1997; Roberts and Rosenthal, 2001; Haario et al., 1998, 2001;
Roberts and Rosenthal, 2009).
Note that t0 is the burn-in training time for adaptive proposal normal distribution.
s is a scaling constant and s = 2.4 according to Gelman et al. (1996) to have optimal
Markov chain property. Also σ(0)i,j = 1.5 for all {i, j} as the initial variance. After
burn-in period, σ(t)i,j can be updated recursively which will save a lot of computational



























i,j (Haario et al., 2005). However, based on the specialty of
our problem that all Pi,j ∈ (0, 1) and
∑M
i=1 Pi,j = 1, it seems like the original adaptive
algorithm still suffers from local minimum a lot for our restricted problem. So instead
of recursively updating σj as above, a little adjustment is being made and so far it













(P (t)i,j )2 −
t+ 1
t
(P̄ (t+1)i,j )2 + ε
where ε is a small constant depending on the simulation size. In our simulation setting,
iteration number is 1000 and ε = 0.02. Thus in this case, as iteration goes on, the
variance will first take care of the previous information of the accepted sample, and
also it will gradually add a little bit to the variance such that proposal variance will
increase and give more power to Metropolis-Hastings to jump out the local minimum.
All in all, adaptive Metropolis-Hastings is an easy-to-implement algorithm and works
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pretty neat in a moderate dimension problem and small sample size, for example, in
the pairwise comparison case of Mice data. However, in the case of higher dimensional
problem, say 1D mass spectrometry data, or large sample size, adaptive Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm still suffers a lot from the convergence problem based on our
experience, i.e., the convergence rate is too slow to be practically useful. Thus,
another more powerful technique, Simulated Tempering, is explored more thoroughly
in the analysis of real data.
4.2 Simulated Tempering
Simulated tempering is a powerful simulation technique which has been used in many
areas including physics, biophysic, bioengineering, astronomy and statistics. The
key idea is to first jump from the "cold" temperature (target distribution) which is
difficult to move out of the local mode to a "hot" temperature where movement of
samples are relatively easier and then jump back to the "cold" temperature with
certain probability and take a sample. In this case, MCMC can explore the sample
space in a more efficient way. Several researchers have made important contributions
to this powerful technique (Geyer and Thompson, 1995; Gramacy et al., 2010; Neal,
1996).
4.2.1 Algorithm
Let h(x) ∝ e−U(x) be our interested unnormalized density which is the so called "cold"
distribution. Usually h(x) suffers from multi-mode problems when the dimension of
x is high. In order to jump out of local modes in the updating algorithm, we need to
make bigger moves in the sampling space. Let hi(x) be a sequence of m unnormalized
densities where hi(x) ∝ h(x)ki for 0 ≤ ki < 1. Based on Liu (2008) and Gramacy
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et al. (2007), ki is suggested to take the following form,
ki = (1 + δk)1−i,
which is the geometric spacing with δk > 0.
The simulated tempering algorithm is then given as follows:
• Update x using Metropolis-Hastings or Gibbs sampler given a fixed hi(x).
• Set j = i ± 1 according to probabilities qi,j, where q1,2 = qm,m−1 = 1 and
qi,i+1 = qi,i−1 = 12 if 1 < i < m.




and accept with probability min(r, 1).
Note that wj is the prior weight related to hj(x) such that each hj(x) is uniformly
explored, i.e., MCMC spend equal time in all the hj(x)’s.
4.2.2 Application
In practice, the use of simulated tempering requires a lot of tuning effort. Only some
simple settings have been tried and we stick to one of them without much further
fine-tuning.
• As for the number of chains to run, m = 10 is used here.
• As for the spacing parameter, δk = 1√NT is used here where NT = E(κ| − κ).
In this way, the acceptance rate among jumping across chains are controlled
roughly between 20% to 40%.
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• wi’s need to be approximated from a preliminary run in which all w′is are set
equal. Based the preliminary run, wi is estimated to be wi ∝ 1/ni where ni is
the number of samples that MCMC takes from chain i. The iteration number
of pre-run is 50,000. In the case that any ni is equal to 0, δk is decreased in a
way that δk = 1K√NT with K = 2, 3, . . . . If K = 2 can make all n
′
is > 0 then
K = 2, otherwise K is kept increasing until all ni’s> 0.
• The sampling of κ is straight forward, still through a Gibbs sampler, but a
powered version, i.e.,
π(κ|γ(t), q1, q2) ∝ Gamma(ki ∗ (
p
2 + α) + 1− ki, ki ∗ (β + dist)),
where dist = ||q1 −
√
γ̇(q2 ◦ γ)||2.
• The sampling of γ :
πki(γ|κ, q1, q2) ∝ {e−κ||q1−
√
γ̇(q2◦γ)||2π(γ)}ki .
In the case of a = 1, π(γ) is a constant and thus
πki(γ|κ, q1, q2) ∝ e−kiκ||q1−
√
γ̇(q2◦γ)||2 .
• So in the case of a = 1, the jumping probability among different chains will be
determined in the following way,
r = e(ki−kj)∗κ∗dist ∗ qj,iwj
qi,jwi
.
In the case of πki(γ|κ, q1, q2) ∝ {e−κ||q1−
√
γ̇(q2◦γ)||π(γ)}ki where a 6= 1, the expression
πki(γ|κ, q1, q2) ∝ {e−κ||q1−
√
γ̇(q2◦γ)||2π(γ)}ki




It seems like that when a < 1 then ki(a−1)ΣMj=1 log(pj) > 0 and if −kiκ||q1−
√
γ̇(q2 ◦
γ)||2 + ki(a− 1)ΣMj=1 log(pj) > 0, the effect of ki will diminish since eb > 1 if b > 0.
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4.2.3 Comparison 1
To illustrate the benefit we gain from using simulated tempering (ST) comparing
to non ST, several combinations of simulation setup have been constructed. Those
include a pairwise comparison for 1D spike train data and 2D mice data, both with
and without simulated tempering and a multiple registration exercise for 1D and 2D
data with and without simulated tempering. In this comparison, the starting point of
both MCMC chains come from the solution of quotient estimate. Since the starting
point is quotient estimate, ideally both algorithms should converge in a practical time.
Curve 1 and curve 2 in spike train data are used for pairwise comparison, and curve 1
to 10 are used for multiple comparison. Curve 1 in small group and curve 3 in control
group of mice data are used for pairwise comparison and the small group is used for
multiple registration.
4.2.3.1 1D Example






































Figure 4.1: 1D pairwise analysis, CI from non-simulated tempering(ST) and ST
when updating 1 point at a time
From Figure 4.1, we see the CIs are very similar each other and the quotient estimates
are within the CI region.
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traceplot of log posterior
















trace plot of log−posterior
Figure 4.2: 1D pairwise analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 1 point at a time
From Figure 4.2 we see that the convergence from the chain of simulated tempering
is clearly better than that of non simulated version based on the traceplot of log
posterior. It appears that MCMC get trapped at the ending region of left plot (non-
ST).






































Figure 4.3: 1D pairwise analysis, CI from non-simulated tempering(ST) and ST
when updating 2 point at a time
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traceplot of log posterior














trace plot of log−posterior
Figure 4.4: 1D pairwise analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 2 point at a time














traceplot of log posterior










traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.5: 1D multiple analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 1 point at a time
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traceplot of log posterior
















traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.6: 1D multiple analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 2 point at a time
From both Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we see that in a multiple registration setting, the
convergence rate from a simulated tempering is much faster. Even when we take into
account the fact that simulated tempering is 10 times computationally more expensive
than non simulated version, it is still much faster in convergence rate (faster than 10
times).
4.2.3.2 2D Example






































Figure 4.7: 2D pairwise analysis, CI from non-simulated tempering(ST) and ST
when updating 1 point at a time.
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From Figure 4.7, we see that both CIs are very narrow and similar each other. This
indicates the high curvature of mice data.












traceplot of log posterior
















traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.8: 2D pairwise analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 1 point at a time






































Figure 4.9: 2D pairwise analysis, CI from non-simulated tempering(ST) and ST
when updating 2 point at a time
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traceplot of log posterior














traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.10: 2D pairwise analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 2 point at a time
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traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.11: 2D multiple analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 1 point at a time
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traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.12: 2D multiple analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 2 point at a time
From Figure 4.11, we see a little bit improvement in convergence from Simulated
tempering. Overall, we do see some improvement from simulated tempering but not
much, one main reason is that the starting point for MCMC is quotient estimate,
which is already close to the center of the target distribution. In the following simu-
lation setup, we will explore how these two algorithms (with and without simulated










































Figure 4.13: 1D pairwise analysis, CI from non-simulated tempering(ST) and ST
when updating 1 point at a time
















trace plot of log−posterior


















trace plot of log−posterior
Figure 4.14: 1D pairwise analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 1 point at a time
From Figure 4.13 we see that both CIs are quite similar while simulated version gives
a slightly wider region. However, the log posterior shows that both algorithms have
been trapped in a local mode if we compare the log posterior level of Figure 4.13 to
Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.15: 1D pairwise analysis, CI from non-simulated tempering(ST) and ST
when updating 2 point at a time
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trace plot of log−posterior
Figure 4.16: 1D pairwise analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 2 point at a time
Both CIs in Figure 4.15 are similar in two situations while it seems a little bit
unreasonable to see that quotient estimate is not within the CI region in the non
simulated case. Comparing Figure 4.16 to Figure 4.4, it clearly shows that the sim-
ulated version has jumped out of the local mode in less than 4,000 iterations while
non-simulated one get trapped in.
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Figure 4.17: 1D multiple analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 1 point at a time














trace plot of log posterior














Figure 4.18: 1D multiple analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 2 point at a time
From both Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, we see that again non simulated one get
trapped while simulated version is able to jump out of the local mode (if it does not
just get trapped in another local mode!) In Figure 4.17, it is after 25,000 iterations
that non simulated algorithm can catch up with the simulated ones and in Figure
4.18 it just seems to be trapped all the way.
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4.2.4.1 2D Example






































Figure 4.19: 2D pairwise analysis, CI from non-simulated tempering(ST) and ST
when updating 1 point at a time
In Figure 4.19, both CIs are very similar while the simulated version gives slightly
wider region. Notice that again the quotient estimate does not fall in the CI region
in the non simulated case.


























traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.20: 2D pairwise analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 1 point at a time
Both traceplots in Figure 4.20 do reasonably well in this example.
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Figure 4.21: 2D pairwise analysis, CI from non-simulated tempering(ST) and ST
when updating 2 point at a time
























traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.22: 2D pairwise analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 2 point at a time










traceplot of log posterior










traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.23: 2D multiple analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 1 point at a time
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traceplot of log posterior
Figure 4.24: 2D multiple analysis, log posterior from non-simulated tempering(ST)
and ST when updating 2 point at a time
Again, in the multiple registration setup which is easier to get stuck in local
mode, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 show more attractive convergence property of
MCMC from simulated tempering. All in all, we have compared the performance of
simulated tempering and non simulated version in different situations and we observe
that simulated tempering is at least as good as an ordinary Metropolis-Hastings while
usually does a better job. If computational time is not a major concern, it is always
recommended that simulated tempering is used vs a non simulated one. However,
in some simple situations, say the warping function is close to identity, then non
simulated algorithm will be much more efficient without adding much danger to get
stuck in local mode.
4.3 Similar Techniques to Simulated Tempering
4.3.1 Parallel Tempering
Parallel tempering is a powerful twist of simulated tempering, first proposed by Geyer
(1992). In simulated tempering, sample space X is in fact augmented to X× I where
I is the indicator of different temperatures. In contrast, Parallel tempering directly
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deals with the product space X1 ×X2 × . . . XI , where the Xi are identical copies of
X. So now the joint distribution is not about (x, i) but for (x1, x2, . . . , xi), i.e.,
π(x1, x2, . . . , xi) = Πi∈Iπi(xi).
Parallel MCMC chains are run on all of the Xi simultaneously. A switch process
between a neighboring pair is conducted after all chains have been updated once.
More rigorously, parallel tempering can be define as follows:
• Every x(t)i is updated to x
(t+1)
i via their own updating scheme, Gibbs sampling
or Metropolis-Hastings.
• Randomly choose a neighboring pair, say i and i+1, and propose values switch-
ing between x(t+1)i and x
(t+1)










Comparing to simulated tempering, parallel tempering does not need fine-tuning
process to adjust the weights for different temperatures, which can save some compu-
tational effort and utilize information in parallel chains. However, parallel tempering
consumes more computer storage resource and memory as it need to keep track of all
MCMC chains while simulated tempering only runs one chain.
4.3.2 Tempered Transitions
Another twisted version of simulated tempering is tempered transition (Neal, 1994).
To use tempered transitions, we need to have a pair of based transitions, T̂i and
Ťi, which both have πi as an invariant distribution and satisfy the following mutual
reversibility condition for all x and x′:
πi(x)T̂i(x, x′) = Ťi(x′, x)πi(x′).
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T̂i and Ťi usually are chosen to be identical to ease the calculation. In this case, they
must satisfy the detailed balance with respect to πi.
A tempered transition first finds a candidate state by applying the base tran-
sitions in the sequence T̂1T̂2 . . . T̂nŤnŤn−1 . . . Ť1. This candidate is then accepted or
rejected based on ratios of probabilities involving intermediate states (Neal, 1994).
The principle role of the intermediate transition is the same as the choosing criterion
of them: keep the probability of acceptance reasonably high so that state space can
be explored rapidly.
To be more specific, parallel tempering can be stated as follows:
• Generate x̂1 from x̂0 using T̂1
• Generate x̂2 from x̂1 using T̂2
• continued as above
• Generate x̄n from x̂n−1 using T̂n
• Generate x̌n−1 from x̄n using Ťn
• continued as above
• Generate x̌1 from x̌2 using Ť2
• Generate x̌0 from x̌1 using Ť1












Due to the fact that πi occurs an equal number of times in the numerator and denom-
inator of the above product, the acceptance probability can be computed without the
knowledge of weight constants. This is in some sense similar to parallel tempering
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where the weight constants also get canceled in the probability calculation. Due to
the time constraint, both parallel tempering and tempered transitions are not imple-
mented in our simulation study.
4.4 Geodesic Monte Carlo on Embedded Manifolds
All previous methods in this chapter have one thing in common: they sequentially
update the discretized warping function one point or two points at a time, but not
the warping function as a whole, i.e., proposing a new warping γ∗([t]) from γ([t]) and
accept/reject based on some Monte Carlo techniques. In this section, a new Geodesic
Monte Carlo aiming at updating the γ([t]) simultaneously (Byrne and Girolami, 2014)
is explored.
4.4.1 Manifolds, geodesics and measures on manifolds
In this subsection, we will review some of the key terminology from differential geom-
etry and information geometry to better understand the idea of geodesic Monte Carlo.
An m-dimensional manifold M is a set that locally acts like Rm: that is, for each
point x ∈ M, there is a one-to-one mapping system c, called a coordinate system,
from an open set around x to an open set in Rm. The manifolds that are relevant
here are those submanifolds which are embedded in some high-dimensional Euclidean
space Rn while Rn itself is a n-dimensional manifold, which is referred to as the Eu-
clidean manifold. One can think of manifold as a smoothed deformation of Euclidean
manifold/space.
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A classic example of an embedded manifold is the hypersphere or (d-1)-sphere,
where:
Sd−1 = {x ∈ Rd : ||x|| = 1}.
This is a (d − 1)-dimensional manifold as there exists an angular coordiate system
φ ∈ (0, 2π)× (0, π)d−2 where
x1 = sinφ1 . . . sinφn−2 sinφn−1,
x2 = sinφ1 . . . sinφn−2 cosφn−1,
x3 = sinφ1 . . . cosφn−2
. . .
xn−1 = sinφ1 cosφ2,
xn = cosφ1.
A tangent at a point x ∈M is a vector v that lies "flat" on the manifold. For the
hypersphere, which is an embedded manifold, the tangent space at x ∈ Sd−1 is the
d− 1-dimensional subspace of vectors orthogonal to x: Tx = {v ∈ Rd : x>v = 0}.
A Riemannian manifold brings in the idea of metric and the corresponding dis-
tance. For a point x ∈M, there exists a positive-definite matrix G, called the metric
tensor that forms an inner product (distance) between tangents u and v, denoted
by < u, v >G= u>G(x)v. A probability family {p(x|θ) : θ ∈ Θ} can be viewed as a





A smooth mapping from a Riemannian manifold to Rn is an isometric embedding
if the Riemannian inner product is equivalent to the usual Euclidean inner product.
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An example would be the Dirichlet distribution, which is a distribution on the unit
(d− 1)-simplex where
∆d−1 = {θ ∈ Rd : θi ≥ 0,
∑
θj = 1},
it is an isometric embedding (up to proportionality) of the Fisher-Rao metric from the
simplex ∆d−1 to the positive orthant of the hypersphere Sd−1 if taking the element-
wise square root xi =
√
θi. More details are available in Byrne and Girolami (2014).
In a Riemannian manifold Rn, the geodesics are the locally extremal paths γ :
[a, b] → M of the integrated path length
∫ b
a ||γ̇(t)||Gdt where ||v||2G = v>Gv. A
standard result in differential geometry is that in the Euclidean manifold Rn, the
geodesics are the set of straight lines γ(t) = at+ b while for hypersphere (d-1)-sphere,
geodesics are rotations about the origin, known as great circles:
x(t) = x(0) cos(αt) + v(0)
α
sin(αt),
where x(0) ∈ Sd−1 is the initial position, v(0) is the initial velocity/tangent in the
tangent space so that x(0)>v(0) = 0 and α = ||v(0)|| is the constant angular velocity.
For any geodesic γ : [a, b] → M, the geodesic flow (γ(t), γ̇(t)) describes the path of
the geodesic and its tangent and is unique to initial conditions (x0, v0).
In the manifold measure theory, one of the fundamental concepts is the Hausdorff
measure, which is similar to the role played by the Lebesgue measure for distributions
on Euclidean space. For a manifold embedded in Rn, this measure can be interpreted
heuristically as the surface area of the manifold. Again, using the example of Dirichlet

























So it quickly follows that when ai = 1/2, the uniform distribution on the sphere
arises, as comparing to ai = 1 leads to uniform in the simplex.
4.4.2 Algorithm
Given the above terminology, we are now more comfortable to talk about the geodesic
embedded Monte Carlo, which is an induced version of Riemanian manifold Hamilto-
nian Monte Carlo (Girolami et al., 2011). In this framework, our target parameter x,
which is the square root mapping of simplex ∆d−1, has target density π(x). The up-
date of x is augmented with a random auxiliary tangent v which has the conditional
distribution v ∼ Normal(0, G(x)), where G is the metric tensor around x. The pair
of (x, v) is then updated in the following algorithm :
1. Given a x0, sampling the initial tangent v0 from v0 ∼ Normal(0, I − NN>),
where N represents the normal to the tangent space at x0. In the case of
spheres, this is just x0 itself.
2. Update v0 by v(t) = v(0) + t(I − NN>)5x log πH(x)|x=x(0) combined with a
projection that v = (I −NN>)v, where log πH(x) represents the log density of
target distribution with respect to Hausdorff measure. In this step, x0 remains
unchanged while its tangent get updated by a linear path in tangent space.
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3. Update x0 to xt through the geodesic flow for a time interval ε, i.e.,
x(t) = x(0) cos(αε) + v
α
sin(αε),
where α = ||v||.
4. Calculate H = log πH(x0) − 12v
>
0 v0 and H∗ = log πH(xt) − 12v
>
t vt, which are
the negative log joint likelihood of (x0, v0) and (xt, vt). Accept (xt, vt) with
probability min(1, exp(H∗ −H)).
5. Go back to step 1 for the next iteration.
4.4.3 Application
Using the pairwise registration as our illustrating example, two key quantities need
to be evaluated before we carry out the geodesic flow method:
• log πH(x) = −κ ·dist+ (2a−1)
∑(log(xi)), where dist = ||q1−√γ̇(t)q2(γ(t))||2.
• 5x log πH(x), this is evaluated through numerical approximation as no closed






)− dist(xi)) + (2a− 1)/xi
The key parameter in geodesic Monte Carlo is the value of ε in the geodesic flow
update step of x (step 3), the bigger ε is, the larger the jump will be. So it is of
fundamental importance to choose an appropriate ε for the data and some trails
and errors are necessary. In the pairwise registration case of two spike train data,
ε = 0.001 is chosen such that the acceptance rate for proposed x∗ or equivalently
γ∗(t) is roughly 20%− 40%. The corresponding CI and traceplots are given below.
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Figure 4.25: 95% pointwise CI is given and the traceplot of κ and log.
If we compare the result from Figure 4.25 with Figure 4.1, we can see that the
CI is much narrower in the case of geodesic update. One explanation is that in order
to achieve a reasonable acceptance rate, ε is set to be too small to allow γ(t) to be
updated efficiently. If ε is too large, then due the fact that γ(t) is updated as a whole,
this will have a big change in likelihood and thus not be accepted often. The big
jump in log posterior when we accept a new γ(t) is easily confirmed in the traceplot.
So although theoretically the idea of sampling warping function as a whole is very
attractive, in practice it is not as efficient(both computational time and progress in
exploring space of γ(t)) as updating warping sequentially. And due to this reason,
a final conclusion for this chapter is that updating warping sequentially combining
simulated tempering works the best for our data at hand.
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Chapter 5
Model Performance Comparison and
Complexity Assessment
In the previous chapters, we have developed our Bayesian model and done some
exercises in the practical implementation of the model. But how does our model
compare to other existing methods? Section 1 of this chapter will answer the question.
In section 1, we are going to compare the actual alignment results as well as mean
estimation performance among different methods. In section 2, we are going to assess
the Bayesian model complexity and choose the number of Bayesian model parameters
that optimizes the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC).
5.1 Model Performance Comparison
5.1.1 Alignment Result Comparison
5.1.1.1 1D Alignment
The methods we are comparing to are Ramsay’s spline based method (Ramsey and
Silverman, 2005) and Srivastava’s Square Root Velocity Method (Srivastava et al.,
2011b). The one dimensional data sets we use for comparing alignment performance
are the following : (1) Berkeley growth data (male) (Ramsey and Silverman, 2005)
(2) Berkeley growth data (female) (Ramsey and Silverman, 2005) (3) Handwriting
data (Kneip and Ramsay, 2008).(4) Mass Spectrometry data (Koch et al., 2013). The
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pre-processed datasets looks like the following:







Berkeley Growth − Male







Berkeley Growth − Female
Figure 5.1: Berkeley growth data for boys and girls.




























Figure 5.2: Handwriting data and Mass spectrometry data.
The evaluation choices are the following 2 criterion (f denotes the original curve
function while f ∗ denotes the aligned version ):
• Synchronization(sync) coefficient defined in James (2007), which is also known















• The inverse of Pairwise Correlation (IPC)
IPC =
∑
i 6=j cc(fi, fj)∑
i 6=j cc(f ∗i , f ∗j )
,
where cc(·, ·) is the pairwise Pearson’s correlation coefficient between functions.
For the above two evaluation methods, the smaller the values are, the better alignment
among functions exhibit.
In the experimental setup, for datasets 1 and 2, for the spline based method (Spline) of
Ramsay, we directly use the alignment result provided in the R package fda (Ramsay
et al., 2013)(for male) as well as MATLAB code (Ramsay, 2013) (for female). For
datasets 3 and 4, since there is no direct result from Ramsay, we put in a fair amount
of time in tuning the model parameters to make the comparison as fair as possible.
For the SRVF method, we used the fdasrvf package (Tucker, 2014) with its default
setting for all 4 datasets. For our Bayesian version SRVF (B-SRVF), we also use
the default setting with prior of warping function to be Dirichlet(1) and the iteration
number of Markov Chain fixed at 50,000 without further fine-tuning. The comparison
result is as followed:
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Table 5.1: 1D alignment result evaluation using 4 data sets. Smallest values in
columns are highlighted in bold numbers.
1D Alignment Comparison
One Two Three Four
Methods Sync IPC Sync IPC Sync IPC Sync IPC
Spline 0.74 0.95 0.54 0.95 0.56 0.59 0.80 0.41
SRVF 0.67 0.93 0.68 0.95 0.54 0.57 0.26 0.18
B-SRVF 0.64 0.90 0.61 0.95 0.56 0.57 0.26 0.17
From the table we can see that for data set one and two, even though they are
similar in nature (both are growth data), the relative performance of models can
change. Notice that for data one, Method 1 performs the worst while in data two, it
performs relatively better. In this sense, we are aware of the sensitivity in the relative
performance of the models to the datasets we use. In dataset 4, where there are a lot
spikes, we can see that our method does a much better job than method 1 while has a
comparable performance to method 2. In overall, our method has an advantage over
method 1 while is comparable to method 2 due to the common property that both
methods employ - Square Root Velocity Function.
5.1.1.2 2D Alignment
Due to the lack of existing methods which are able to align multiple 2D curves,
we are left to compare with the Procrustes method. The 4 datasets we use in the
comparison are Mice T2 datasets plus 3 other datasets downloaded from http://
visionlab.uta.edu/shape_data.htm (C. Subset of MPEG-7 CE Shape-1 Part-B,
Datasets 4, 5, 6 respectively (Thakoor et al., 2007)). The datasets that are used to
compare the alignment performance are shown below:
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Figure 5.3: Datasets 1 and 2 used for 2D alignment comparison.


























Figure 5.4: Datasets 3 and 4 used for 2D alignment comparison.
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Table 5.2: 2D alignment result evaluation using 4 data sets. Smallest values in
columns are highlighted in bold numbers.
2D Alignment Comparison
One Two Three Four
Methods Sync IPC Sync IPC Sync IPC Sync IPC
Procrustes 0.064 0.972 0.218 0.989 0.144 0.873 0.160 0.523
B-SRVF 0.043 0.967 0.073 0.974 0.069 0.849 0.136 0.467
We can easily see that our Bayesian based SRVF modeling is better than Pro-
crustes method when it comes to alignment. And this is not surprising at all con-
sidering that Procrustes method assumes identity warping function among curves.
When the time variation is indeed negligible, as in the case of mice T2 data, we do
see that the performance of Procrustes and Bayesian method is similar. However, for
the other 3 datasets where warping effect is not negligible, the alignment performance
greatly differ in those datasets.
5.1.2 Estimation Result Comparison
5.1.2.1 1D estimation
The 1D estimation comparison is constructed in the following way:(1) we use exactly
the same 4 functional curves as we did in our simulation study in section 3.1.4 (see
Figure 3.1); (2) each of the 4 source function is used to generate a set of 30 random
samples by applying random warping functions and errors on them, errors are simply
iid normal errors with a fixed σ value; (3) calculate the squared Fisher-Rao distances
from the estimated mean q function to true q function as well as the usual L2 distance
from estimated value to truth; (4) repeat step 2 and 3 50 times and calculate the av-
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erage distance. The calculation of estimators by both programs are under default
setting without further fine-turning process. Both estimators are scaled to have unit
size. To make the comparison in a more practical sense, we fix the sample size at a
moderate number n = 30 and with zero to moderate error on data (σ = 0, 0.3, 0.5).
Table 5.3: 1D estimation result evaluation using 4 functional curves.
1D Estimation Comparison
One Two Three Four
Methods FR L2 FR L2 FR L2 FR L2
SRVF σ = 0 0.022 0.037 0.004 0.029 0.005 0.036 0.010 0.034
σ = 0.3 0.022 0.053 0.011 0.029 0.007 0.044 0.011 0.035
σ = 0.5 0.039 0.060 0.022 0.039 0.016 0.047 0.026 0.042
B-SRVF σ = 0 0.029 0.037 0.008 0.017 0.004 0.031 0.009 0.027
σ = 0.3 0.026 0.038 0.007 0.017 0.005 0.037 0.009 0.026
σ = 0.5 0.032 0.045 0.012 0.027 0.010 0.038 0.015 0.032
In Table 5.3 we notice that under all different cases, we have a comparable to
slightly better result comparing to SRVF method. The most important pattern is
that when σ increases, our estimator show more resistance (slower increase in distance
to true function) to the noise due to the marginalization of warping functions instead
of optimization which may try to fit to the noise in the data.
5.1.2.2 2D estimation
Again, due to the lack of existing methods which are able to estimate the mean shape
of multiple 2D curves, we are left to compare with the Procrustes method.
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Table 5.4: 2D estimation result evaluation using 4 functional curves.
2D Estimation Comparison
One Two Three Four
Methods FR L2 FR L2 FR L2 FR L2
Procrustes σ = 0 0.076 0.039 0.092 0.042 0.075 0.039 0.077 0.038
σ = 0.3 0.168 0.078 0.151 0.072 0.169 0.074 0.154 0.072
σ = 0.5 0.228 0.088 0.211 0.085 0.227 0.088 0.220 0.085
B-SRVF σ = 0 0.052 0.035 0.041 0.032 0.041 0.031 0.045 0.031
σ = 0.3 0.086 0.074 0.075 0.070 0.077 0.071 0.079 0.070
σ = 0.5 0.118 0.087 0.118 0.089 0.110 0.088 0.111 0.086
From Table 5.4 we notice that Bayesian model is always better than Procrustes
method when a certain amount of warping effect exist in the dataset(as it is in the
simulated study) and this is not surprising since Procrustes method does not take
warping effect into account. For datasets where alignment is not necessary, the per-
formance of both methods should then be similar. Please refer to the following graph
to see the effect of σ.








































Figure 5.5: mice data with σ = 0.3 and σ = 0.5 on the q function.
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5.2 Bayesian Model Complexity Assessment using DIC
In the approximation of continuous warping function γ(t), we need to choose the
thinning parameter for γ(t). For example, in the case of pairwise alignment, if there
are 101 points on each q function, we need to find the correspondence between these
101 points. If q1 is the reference q function and the thinning parameter is 2, that means
for point 1, 3, 5, . . . , 99, 101 on q1, we find the corresponding points on q2. Note that
since γ(0) = 0 and γ(1) = 1, point 1 and 101 on q1 are forced to match point 1 and
101 on q2. We should also be aware of the fact that the thinning parameter can not
be smaller than 2. If thinning parameter is say 1, that means we need to find the
matching point for point 1, 2, 3, . . . , 101 of q1 on q2. Due to the practical constraint
that no more than 2 points in q1 can match to the same point on q2 and the constraint
that γ(t) should be strictly increasing (such that Dirichlet distribution makes sense),
this will force the resulting warping function to be a identity function, i.e, point 1 on
q1 matches to point 1 on q2, point 2 on q1 matches to point 2 on q2 and it goes on
until point 101 on q1 matches to point 101 on q2, which does not help the alignment
process at all.
So the choice of thinning parameter is an important factor here. Intuitively, if the
data contains moderate to many peaks/valleys, we need to choose a small thinning
parameter so that we have more linear pieces to approximate the warping function.
On the other hand, if the data is quite smooth and the expected warping is largely
due to shifting effect, we may use a larger thinning parameter (so that there are fewer
points on warping function to be estimated) to decrease the complexity. Since we
are using a Bayesian model, we consider a Bayesian measure of model complexity
discussed by Spiegelhalter et al. (2002).
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The following Deviance Information Criterion is used,
DIC = D(θ̄) + 2pD,
where D(θ) = −2 log{p(y|θ)}+ 2 log{f(y)} and pD = D(θ)−D(θ̄). When substi-
tuting our Bayesian model (1D) for pairwise and multiple curves
π(γ, κ|q1, q2) ∝ κp/2e−κ||q1−
√
γ̇(q2◦γ)||2π(γ)π(κ),






π(µ)π(γ1, . . . , γn)π(κ),
into the DIC formula, we have the following formula for pairwise,




(−p log κi + 2κi||q1 −
√
γ̇i(q2 ◦ γi)||2),
D(γ̄, κ̄) = −p log κ̄+ 2κ̄||q1 −
√
˙̄γ(q2 ◦ γ̄)||2,
and the following for multiple curves,

















We have only run our experiments on 1D datasets and the analysis can be extended
to 2D/3D version accordingly. We have used the following datasets for our study (1)
simplified version of Mass Spectrometry data. Due to the size of the original dataset,
we take one from every 10 points and thus reduce the original vector length of 2001
to 201 in this simplified data set. (2) spike train data in chapter 4. (3) Growth curve
data- male (4) Growth curve data-female (5) handwriting data. The comparison table
is shown below.
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Table 5.5: Comparison of different values of thinning parameter under DIC. The
smallest values are highlighted.
DIC Assessment
DIC One Two Three Four Five
par=2 -19920 -6602 -11501 -8440 -7949
par=3 -16631 -6881 -10452 -8445 -8008
par=4 -15724 -6965 -11357 -8469 -7887
par=5 -15451 -6230 -10080 -8522 -7575
par=10 -13263 -5665 -10220 -8372 -7656
From Table 5.5 we can see that the optimal thinning parameter (2, 4, 2, 5, 3) under
DIC varies with the number of the peaks in the data. When data are relatively
smooth, say girl’s growth curve, the demand for a curvy warping function is not





The dissertation "Bayesian analysis of continuous curve functions" ends with this con-
clusion chapter.
In chapter 1, we briefly discuss about the importance of curve analysis and some
potential problems that come with the analysis. One problem is the presence of both
phase variation and amplitude variation. We use a motivating example to demon-
strate the need of separating these two variations and obtaining a better representa-
tion of mean curve. Some methodologies by other researchers are mentioned in this
chapter and compared in the later chapters.
Chapter 2 first introduces the prior model for warping function γ(t)-a Dirichlet
distribution. The resulting warping function from the Dirichlet distribution is a piece-
wise linear increasing function starting from (0,0) and ending in (1,1). Although a
smoother version of warping function, i.e., using Dirichlet weights for mixing normal
density functions is discussed, it is not employed in this dissertation. The chapter
then exhibits some details of parameterizing curves, either in 1D, 2D or 3D. Some
re-sampling, smoothing and removing curve scale may be needed, depending on the
purpose of the study. A new curve representation SRVF (Anuj et al., 2011) is in-
troduced here. The functional form of SRVF/q(t) is displayed and one reason why
q(t) is used instead of original function f(t) is also given. A Gaussian Process(GP)
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is thus proposed for q(t) and the resulting multivariate normal distribution for finite
time points on q(t) follows naturally, which lays down the foundation of the Bayesian
model.
Chapter 3 is the most important part of the dissertation. Based on the prepara-
tion we have had in chapter 2 (prior and likelihood model), a Bayesian model is thus
proposed in this chapter. Due to the fact that curves in different dimensions have
different possible transformations, the construction of Bayesian model is divided into
3 sections: 1D, 2D and 3D. Each section is supplied with both pairwise and multiple
curves model. There are both real data analysis as well as simulation study in each
section. Simulation studies are constructed in a way that two potential estimators
: Quotient estimator and Ambient estimator are compared for their capability to
estimate the true mean q(t) function under various simulation settings.
Chapter 4 shows the practical techniques that are used in author’s code in order to
get representative samples from Bayesian model(MCMC). Since the target of MCMC
is a vector (γ([t])) of length from approximately 10 to 1000 (it really depends on the
size of the original curves), it is very easy to get stuck in some local mode of MCMC.
This chapter discuss all the methods that author has tried in the effort of getting over
this problem. It is worth pointing out that it is mission impossible to truly identify
if a chain has not been stuck in the local model from a practical perspective. It is
likely that the chain looks untrapped and mixing well while you run another 100,000
iterations the chain suddenly jumps up to a higher log posterior value. What we
are trying to prevent is the case that when we start from the same starting value
(or similar starting values) multiple times, the chain ends up at different areas each
time. These are the situations that we want to and we can prevent. In this chapter,
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the author finds out that a simulated tempering with a pointwise update of warping
function works the best in our available datasets at hand. Updating the warping
function as a whole instead of pointwisely turns out to be a luxury due to the fact
that it can be easily trapped by local mode and is very slow to implement (involving
the numerical evaluation of derivative when no closed form is available ).
Chapter 5 compares our method with some existing methods in both alignment
evaluation and estimation performance. Our method is found out to be at least
equivalent to a little bit better at some extent comparing to others. This chapter
also contains a Bayesian model complexity assessment part giving some guidance of
choosing thinning parameter in the model.
Some future work may include, but not limited to, (1) constructing a natural and
smoother prior model for warping functions while keeping the computational cost in
a reasonable level. Recall that one attractive feature in the current Bayesian update
is that when we update only part of the warping function, the remaining part and
the associated likelihood remain unchanged, and thus get canceled in the Metropolis-
Hasting ratio, which saves a lot of computing resource. We may need some trick
to obtain a similar efficiency if the warping function is constructed through some
weighted sum of CDFs, in which case a little change in the weight of one of the CDF
will result a change in the whole γ function. Another possibility is explored in Kurtek
and Srivastava (2014) that a prior model of γ can be constructed through a wrapped
normal densities in the tangent space at a pre-specified mean. Instead of using MCMC
to update γ, the authors of Kurtek and Srivastava (2014) employs importance sam-
pling to sample from posterior distribution. It is also a possibility to start from here.
(2) The multivariate assumption of q([t]) is a luxury to verify in practice, especially
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in the case of high dimensional data, say the Mass Spectrometry data which has
15 curves with each containing 2, 001 points. So it may worth considering a more
robust assumption for the q([t]) function by using semi-parametric/non-parametric
approach. (3) Another method to relax the multivariate assumption is to employ
more flexible covariance structure in Gaussian distribution. Currently we are simpli-
fying the covariance structure to a diagonal matrix, which is equivalent to assuming
independence structure given the multivariate normal assumption. However, we know
that the successive points are not independent but strongly correlated, which is es-
pecially the case when the curves are closed in 2D or 3D spaces. One possible way
to relax this assumption is to use a Wishart prior for the non-identity covariance
structure. (4) Previously in Du (2012), the author combines the statistical shape
analysis as well as the measurement error model. In Du (2012), there is evidence
that when measurement error exists, it is necessary to take it into account to achieve
unbiasedness in estimator. So as a next step following the dissertation, we can con-
sider the measurement error when modeling q([t]), i.e., the discrete realization of the
continuous q(t) function to have some idea of combining q function, γ function and
measure error together. (5) Although we have focused on 1D, 2D and 3D analysis of
curves, our Bayesian methodology can be extended to higher dimensions, for example
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